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A Data S»s« for a PHWK operating on

a Once Through Low Enriched Uranium

Thorium Cycle

- Final fitport -

I. lntroductI on

J.S.Foster and E.Crltcph /1/ reported evaluations of an

once-through KEU - Thorium cycle ?n PMWR with homogeneous ThO0-UO-

fuel elements. The uranium requirements for this cycle are higher

than that for once-through slightly enriched uranium (SEU) cycle.

A long Irradiation Is a specific requirement for the Th/U

once-through cycle In order to obtain a considerable arrount of

energy from burning U-233 formed "In situ". The us* of the homo-

geneous concept wou.ld Imply therefore a long Irradiation of the

fission products generated in the early fissions of U-235.

W.U.Lewis /2, 3/ suggested to use two separate fuels In

fc'hieh fissile and fertile materials were to be irradiated separa-

tely. This fissile and fertile feed rates need not be the sane.

This fuel cycle could be competitive with the low enriched (1.2$)

urailu» (SEU) once-through cycle though the proposed enrichment

for uranlufl! fuel bundle is rather low, about 1.81. M.S.MlIgran,

?n a recent study /k/ concluded that the enrichment range of In-

terest lies In the range 1.5!...2.11 for uranium bundles and that

thorium fuel bundle burnups higher than 60.000 NWd/t would lead

to fuel cycles cost competitive with SEU-once-through cycle

without regard to the U-233 created (throw-away operating nod*).

In a contribution to the INFCE study /5/ we considered

a different U/Th once-through cycle using KEU(2OX) bundles Instead

of 1.8J enriched uranium bundles and thorium bundles with a

reduced heavy «lament content In order to meet the high burnup

requirements (60.000 MWd/t). This htgh*r enrichment lead to ura-

nium requirements 15Slow*r than for SEU fuel cycle, at this en-

richment level the fission fraction In U-238 - Pu-239- nucl1de
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chain being substantially reduced. However, the proposed 00-

bundles were of cermet type, this Implying a sped»? development

effort.

In soae subsequent evaluations /6/, we considered •

lower uranium enrichment (5 to 10% U-235) and a specific fuel

management scheme. This resulted In much lower power paaktng l-n

UO. bundles and would permit, therefore, to consider UO. bundles

of standard type (as in the case of ThO2 bundles). This Is the

basic fuel cycle concept which was considered In this study; It

would still have a lower uranium consumption, and comparable P.

et D efforts and fuel cycle costs, If compared with SEU fuel

cycle. It retains the advantages cf the once-through Th/U cycles

of both lower gross fissile consumption and conparable fuel

cycle costs.

This report summat!zes the results obtained for two en-

richment levels in LEU fuels (and for the two corespondlng

fueling schemes) namely h and 5-5% U-235. Detailed reports On

results of various studies made are attached as fellows:

Attachment 1. Data base for a CANDUrPHWR operating on

once-through thoetum-ran!urn cycle (S;lungu, K.Isbäsescu).

Attachment 2. Neutron flux distributions and power pro-

files In CANDU-PHWR channels fueled with distinct

thorium and low enriched uranium bundles (S.Lungu,

V.Anton and V.Ralce).

Attachment 3- On some problems of modeling PHWR fuel be-

havtouf • An application to hlrjh burnup 1!Qj *nd ThO. fuel

(f.,§.Popescu and O.Buden).

Attachment *». Safety features of CANDU-PHWR fuelled with

distinct thorium and low-enriched uranium bundles

(a.Isbäsescu and V.Raica).

2. Research work and results

2.\. (Attachment 1 to this report constitutes a synthesis

of the results obtained in the study. It gives the data base for

both k and 5.$$ enriched uran!ur»-thor I urn once-through cycles and

has been written following up the structure of the data bases of

the main CAMOU-PHWP. fuel cycles presented In /7...9/.
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ThIs oata base refers to an «listing 638 MW* CANDU-PHWK

system. Two cor* structure» are presented for the «wo enrichment

levels. In the ffrst core on* half of the channels mrm fueled

with k\ enriched vraniu» bundles, one sixth wath frsth tborSum

bundles and one third with Irradiated thorium bundles. Ia the

case of the second cere ktit of the channel s'-> are fu«!ed ««Sth S .,St

enrfehed uranium bundle», 2Ot with fresh tSiarlum feeandies and 40}

with Irradiated thorium bundles.

The uranium requirements of those two cores ris* to

about 65 and 6Ot of those of the natural uranium cycles, respec-

tively, and their separative work requirements »r» practfcaHy

equal to each other.

The most Important research requirements refer to the

ares of the physics of htch burnup thorfuw fuel, especially that

concerning the neutron absorptions In fission products. The most

costly K et n ace the tests aimed at' assessing the fuel pTn ability

to accept high burftups and power ramps at high burftup and the

long time (about 4000 days) corrosion and hidriding aetlons of

the coolant. The larger effort is required in the area of very

complex fuel management calculations.
• * •

The economic analysis shows that these fuel cycles ace

competitive with the natural uranium fuel cycle, if 1979-base^

-«clues of the economic parameters »re considered. An Important eco-

nomic Incentive Is presented by the fissile credit valorf f tcatlon

of the spent thorium fuel and even of the spent LEV fuel due to

the high fissile content and due to high disposal cost savings,

respect Ively.

2.2. Attachment 2 to the report present» the work done

In order to calculate the neutron flux distributions and power

profiles along the fuel channels for the two supercelt structures

characterizing the core structures shown In Attachment 1.

A computer code, FEINGAL, has been written to this purpo-

se. The code Is an application of the Fetnberg-Galanin approxima-

tion to the case of an infinite rad f us reactor consisting In the

superposition of an Infinite number of suparcells, ease which Is

«.«julvalent to that of the Inner core of the standard CANOU-PHWR

having a radially flattened neutron flux. The channel burnpp

(neutrtn fluence) functions, as calculated with the LATREf code,

are used by FEINGAL code as Input data, and this latteC code calcu-

lates the evalutlon of the burner In the supsrcell channels In the
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contlnuous fMt Mug aproxI nation. The irradiation historic* «s

deduced by FEINCAL eede a m used te produce new channel btirnvp

functions with LATKEP code. This procedure lead, by Iteration,

to trradtatlcn histories consistent with the super eel I strueures.

In this Attachaent results are presented for the two

stspercells using s;; > n<, kt or 5. St enriched uranlun fu«l and

thorium fuel.

These lead for 6.25 MW(th) average channel power at a

•ax!Man, time averaged/Channel power (LEU channels) equal to

aitout 7.S MW(th) In both supercell cases and at ratio of just

after refueling to tine averaged values equal to 1,051 In the case

of kt enriched urantuw and equal to 1.087 In the case of 5-5S

enriched uranium, fhe corresponding powers of thorium channels

*rm lower and their variations in time are negligible (lower than

I*).

2.3. Attachment 3 presents the development of the ANFE8

code for PHWR •"'fuel behavior calculations and tlie behavior of

different design ThO, and UC2 fuel pins at high burnup.

Three Th0,-ptr design were evaluated: with zero, o.> an

0.65 mm thickness graphite rings arreund the fuel he UoSf-Da I lets.

The Irradiation history corresponds to a outer rln$ pan of a

thorium buftdle Irradiated in two channels (Th I and Th H 1 twelwe

bundle succeslve position In each channel) and the final burnup

was about St (FJMA). The calculated fission ges release wa* low,

about 2-3S Jn all the three cases. The sol Id+goseoiis fisslrn

product swelling rtses to about lit leading to find clad creep

hoop strains equal to C,C, 1.4 and 2% repeetively. Maxinua

hoop stresses equal to 100, \60 and 200 MPa were obtained during

the power ramps In the second Irradiation step (Th II)»

Because ?-•'' the local to average strain ratio would be

not higher than 1.7 in the first design cas« (this ratio corres-

pondscf/10/ to a claddlng-fual friction coefficient higher than

0.5) the first two pin designs could have- comparable naxlnun

hoop stresses during power ranps..Further, taking ?nte account

Its lower final clad creep Koop strain and Its lower fabrication

cost, the first pin design, with CANLUB coated clad, was proposed

In Attachment I for the thorlua fuel.

Three UO2 pin designs, with 0.5;1 and 2 am thick graphite

rings arround the Hollow pellets» were anatysed up to bvrnups

W*^s

\

J



equal to 4, k.S and 5.5* FiHA. Tb* calculated fission gas release

lncraasas fraai It I» tha first two sates up to J»% In tha last

casa. Tha maximum fuaf temperature tncraasa fro» 1170 C In tha

•aeona* ecsa up to about 20000C In the last easa axplatns thlc

higher fleslon gasa release fraction. Tha final «tad craap hoop

strains «re equal to -0.3, «3.16 and +9.Ji, respectively.

2.4. In Attachment 4 th* safety features of tha reactor ere

ana I feed.

Lower fuel temperatures(!ess than 12000C as compared to

17000C In CANDU) give a larger margin to the safety Ilntlt as-

sociated with lntaflrlty of orlmary coolant circuit. Two problems

mrm however exmlnedt (I) tha dryout margin and (Ii) the dfncntlc

behaviour.

With the power proflte of k w/o enrichment channel tha

dryout threshold is found at \2k% nominal power as compared to

126) In CANPU, In tha other casa (5.5 W o enrichment) the ratio

Is only 116*.

Reactivity affects In tha heterogeneous thorium-uranIu*

reactor »rm elosa to tha referanea CAMOUi fuel tempereture

coef!dents mr* negative, and coolant voiding leads to a reacti-

vity Increase whleh not higher than In CANOU (12.4mk against

I5.«mk).

The rate of power rise will be lower because of a longer

•41.8ms against 0.9ms) prompt neutron lifetime.

Although the fuel temaecetare Increase in (enriched )

UO2 channel during tots of regulation accident amounts to 750
0C

against 2500C natural uranium fuel, the ISOO0C peak value is

much under th* corresponding maximum In CANUU reactor.

•aaed an th* anelysl» of safety Units, of reactivity

effects end of reactor dynamic behaviour. It Is concluded that

safety characteristics of the heterogeneous thorturn-uranium

reaetor will be at least as good as those of tha reference

natural uran lorn reactor*

3. Conclusions

Hosuits In the base as presented above indicate that

tha proposed once-through feel cycle leads to th* expected da*

«rement of tha natural uranium requirements, without economic

penalties, as compared to the standard, natural uranium fuel
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A data S*c« for a ?HW reactor operating on a once-through, low

enriched oran I urn-thorium cycle.

Research Institute:

Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors» Pltestt, Romania

Chief Sclenti.f l.c Jnye»11 gator :

Or.Ing. Sterian Lungu

Period of Contract:

15 March 1980- 14 Dec.1983

Scientific Background and Scope of Project:

The project aims at providing a «tore detailed data base for a

new once-through uranium-thorium cycle using low enriched ura-

nium and distinct UO. and ThC. fuel channels.

This cycle would have a lower uranium consumption than other

once-through (natural uranium or slightly enriched uranium)

cycles In PHW reactors, with a still low-enrichment level

(4...5,5 t U 235) of the fuel.

Ca 1culatIon method»:

LATRCP (call) code, FEINGAL (heterocenous supercell) code,

ANFEB (fuel behaviour) code.

Results obtained:

Two reference core structures for a standard 638 HWe CANDU-

type P HV/P with 330 chaste is have been developed.

The first one comprises: one half of the cha»«el» fueled with

4 W/ OU23$ UO, bundles, one sixth of the channels fueled with

fresh ThO 2 bundles (first Irradiation) and one third of the

channels fueled with irradiated ThO, bundles (second Irradia-

tion)

The second one comprises: 40} of the channels fueled with

5.5 w/o U23S UO 2 bundles, 2Ot of the channels fueled with

fresh ThO 2 bundles (first Irradiation) and 404 of the channels

fueled with Irradiated ThO- bundle* (second Irradiation)

The ThO- fuel Is hollow pellets In a 0.6 am thick zlrcalloy
-

cladding. Otherwise, the

natural uranium bundles.

Is Identical with standard

Th UO9 fuel Is he^low pellets with an outer, one mm thick
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graphtte ring tn * standard (0.4 mm thick ztrealloy) cladding.

The bundle structure I* also, identical with that of the stance

dard, natural uran Iu», bundle.

Thes fuel cycle Is characterized by very high busnups: about

IX (FIHA) for the thorium fuel and <i«5.51(FtMA) for thes ura-

nium fuel.

Attachment 1 of the report presents the data base for both

core structure reactors following up the structure of data base

as given for the natn CANDU-PHWR fuel cycles (AECL 6593,6594

and 6595). Uranium requirements »re £5* e»w/o enr.U-Th cycle)

and 6Ot (5.5 W/ O enr.U-Th cycle) respectively of those of natu-

ral uranium fuel cycle. Separative wofk requtrementsof the two

case» (*»w/ and 5.5w/_ U-enrJchsent) do not differ from eacho o
other.

The main Ret 0 requirements are In the area of physics of the

high burnup fuel, in the area cf Irradiation testing and In that

of the fuel management codes. This fuel cycle Is competitive

with the natural uranium fuel cycle for 1979-based values of the

economic parameters.

The Attachment 2 of the report presents the neutron flux distri-

bution and channel power profile calculations. The channel Irra-

diation functions were calculated with LATKEP code for «ttven

Irradiation histories and were used Tn FEINGAL code to deduce

new irradiation hlstoHes, conilstcnt with the supercell struc-

tures. This procedure accounts for Pa-233 effect and leads, by

Iteration, to final LATREP code data which permits to obtain

channel powers and power profiles, and to final FEINGAL code da-

ta providing the channel fueling ratis.: In this way the channel

powers and the power profiles for both k W/Q and 5.5*VO enriche

U-th cycles have been abtelned. Powers as high as 7.5 HU(th)per

uranium channel have been forsund to correspond to an average

channel power equal to 6.25 HW(th).

Attachment 3 of the report presents fuel behaviour calcula-

tions, using ANFEB code, for three ThO2 pin designs and three

UO, pin designs fellowIng tp two step(Th) and single step (U)
Irradiations with 12 fuel position e/vMrl 1 per step. The 2

fuel pin (with 0.4mm cladding) leads to 2-3* fission gas release,

to about 0.6% final clad creep hoop strain and 100 HPa maxI mm

hoop stress during the power ramps at high burnup. The UO2 fuel

pin lea*to \% fission das releasfand to nearly zero final clad

creep hcop strain.
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Attachment k of the report presents the changes 5n safety

features of the reactor associated to the utilization of a different

fuel. Lower fuel temperatures (less than 1700*C, as compared to

1700*C in CANDU), give a larger margin up to the safety limit associ-

ated with integrity of primary coolant circuit. An evaluation is per-

formed of the critical channel power: for the 4 W/ O enrichment cose

the dryout threshold Is found at 1 24 2 nominal power, as compared

to \>G% in CANOU standard; In the other case (5.5 w/ enrichment)
o

the ratio is only 116%. The reactivity effect produced by loss of

coolant in the thorium-uranium reactor will not be higher than Tn

CANPU (U.Jimk against 15.'»mk). In addition the rate of power rise

will be lower because of a longer (1.8ms against 0.9 ms) prompt neu-

tron lifetime. Peak fuel temperature values In loss of regulation

accidents remain much lower than in the CANDU reactor. Ve may thus

conclude that core behaviour of the thorl um-urani i/m reactor under

abnormal and accident conditions would be at least as good as that of

the standard natural urai. turn reactor.
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DATA BASE FOR A CANDU-PKWR OPERATiNG

ON ONCE-TNROUGH THQRIUH-URANIUH FUEL

CYCLES

1. IMTROPUCTI -OW

A Comprehensive description of a CAMCU-PNVR operating on

a once-through, natural uranium cycle was giver in AECL 6593/1/.

It Is considered that the same reactor system would

employ the once-through, thorium-uranium fuel cycle. In order to

permit the use of this fuel cycle In existing reactors. Only the

differences associated with the change in fuel cycle. Mill be there-

fore dlsscussed.

2* CfSE

2.1. fceflbltlon

The reference care considered In this report is a 638NWe

CANOU-PHW reactor In a single unit station cf /1/, table 2,9.IA.

The feed fuel Is assuirec to be identical In design with

thflt described In /1/ encent that:

a) There are two types of ^ue 1 bundles, »lamely: thorium

hurdler, *r,d LEU buntilee.

b) The thoriuto bundles will conteln ThO0 hollow pellets.

c) The LEU bundles wl 11 be similar to ThO, bundles, con-

taining LEU-HO2 hollow pellets,

d) The thorium bundle elsdWfng would be G.6mm thick.

2.2. Major Facilities, Interconnections and Haterl»? Flows

F?gs.2.2/> and 2.2B show the major facilities» their inter-

relationship and the flow of materials per. 638 HWe unit operating

at esul i I ibrlun with an 85* load factor for hw/o and 5.5w/o U/Th

cycles respectively.

- /f-
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2*3« S y f n Dei ten and Performance Oat»

2.3-1« Reactor System

The reactor system design Is considered to be that des-

cribed In AECL-6593, /1/. Some changes «ay be required in the

new fuel storage and handling areas to accommodate the more

reactive fresh LEU fuel. Some modi f f cat Ions to the control and

safety mechanises may be required In order that their performan-

ces be preserved. With respect to adjuster rods» the reactivity

allowance has to be adjusted to accept an tictton time equal to

about 20' after a shutdown (before potsön ing-out is caused by

the xenon transient). These changes «re Judged to be Minor and ap-

plicable to an existing reactor. How ever these changes have not

yet been Investigated thoroughly.

General reactor performance data are very simliar to

those for the once-through uranium cycle, except fuel parameters,

and are summarized In Table 2.3.1.

The higher burnup requirements for Th fuel Implies that

the cladding trave to resist to a longer h?drid?ng action of the

coolant. In order to limit the hldrogen concentration In the

cladding, a thicker cladding was considered.

The high burncp would lead to a much too high fission

gas pressure within the cladding In the case of standard design

fuel.. Both graphite disc /2/ and ho? low pellet concepts could

reduce drastically this pressure, the coresponding fuel center

line temperature being much tower (<1200°C) than in the standard

design fuel (19000C).

The hlcher burn up would Increase '.he I Ifie- Integrated

thermal creep cf the cladding. The Irradiation induced graphite

shrinkage could only reduce this creep component during the first

3-*. 10 'p/cm2 fast neutron ( t<C.IKeV) Integrated flux. The

creep* In cf the ho Mow pellet design' fuel could reduce the fuel

swelling induced, lent' term,cladding hoop stresses up tc »bent

one third or one half. This could lead to a drastic reduction

of the cladding thermal creep. For this fuel design the increase

of cladding thickness (see above) would lead tc an additional

reduction of the ciadClRu hoop stresses end, tMs, to a further

reduction of the corres^&ndIns thermal creep component. Therefore,

It Is expected t|at the hullow-pel let design fuel could accept

•urn«ps as high as those required. I.e., about 9t{f«r the outer

ring fuel pins).

-46 -
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TABLE 2.3.1.

GENERAL NEACTOK PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

A. Power Plant Performance

TherwiiI hotter

Electrical Power, Grass

Net-

Theraal Efficiency

I. Reactor Parameters

Core Radius

Core Length

Core Vo Iune

Radial Reflector thickness

Nuetber of Channels

Channel Inlet temperature

Channel outlet temperature

Channel outlet pressure

Channel outlet quality

C. Fuel Parameters

LEU Bundle fueled Core

U-enrIchsant

Channel «umber

Bundle Velght(ltgU)

Discharge CnposurefHVdSKg)

Max.fuel tetiperaturefC^

Fresh thorium bundle fueled core

Channel Nuaber

Bundle Weight(KyTh)

Discharge lxposure(Hlfd/Kg)
Irradiated thorlu» bundle fueled core

Channel Nunber

Discharge Exposure(MWd/Kg)

Hex.fuel temperature fC)

2180

660

638

23,

3.

a,
279,

0.

380

267«

310€

10.

3.

HV

HW

MW

.21

.142 •

,8.3

655 •»

'C
1C

29 NPa

9%

4
188

6

46
1200

64

13
46.

Uf

70.

1200

*

.94

.7

7

9

5
152

6

57
1200

76

13
57.

152
72.

1210

.51

.33

.7

7

k

//-



The fueling sen*»* «avlsaged for thorlun bundles (see

section 2.*) Implies a power rama, -4P, of about l30w/c« at •

ramped power,,P, of About 230w/cm and at • burnup at high as

30.000HWd/t. The standard design equivalent AP and P would be

much lowers

- AP must be reduced by a factor equal to two, tha

fuel temprature Increase Induced by en equal AP

being two tines lower In the lot low pellet design

fuel;

- P must be also reduced the Hsclon product release

rate (whtcr determine the.PCI threshold power) being

much smeller for this cfesfgn.

Ve do not ht>ve Infernot Ion or. the. cblttty of the stan-

dard design CANDU fu«> to ecc«pt power reaps «t burnups higher

than lO.OOOMWd/t. J.C.Wood, C.G.Hardy and A.S.BaIn /3/ have

concluded that at about 23.orOHVU/t the £VR retains resonable

resistance against PCI defects If AP^&Ow/em or P<200w/cn.

If these threshold values aro compared with our tP and

P equivalent values* we cuul<J conclude that the hollow pallet

design fuel could accept the power rsmps induced by the thorium

fueling scheme as pres«nt«d (n «action 2.A.

The LEU fuel bundles would hav* an HE content of only

50% of that of Th fuel bundles. The burnup expressed as KWd/

bundle Is equal to that of e standard «',«sign fuel at 15"20.0OO

NWd/t and It seems that a standard thickness sledding could be

acceptable, as assumed for slightly enriched uranium fuel /k/,

Th* LEU fuel pin could be of crephite disc type /2/ or

of hollow-pellet type having either ••• finer rod or an outer

ring graphite stricture In order ti I ImTt the pin creep-In or

the pin creop-ln rate, raspnctIvely. The option auong these

structures wilt be an economical one.

For some of these fuel concepts Irradiation behaviour

has bean evaluated end nor* detailed Information Is prasantad

In /5/.

2.3.2. Fuel Fabrication

2.3.2.1. Process Description

Powder Supply

Provision of low-enrtchetf U0_ feed to the pellatlxatlon.

//-



rlchment level the fission fraction In U-238 - Pu-239- nuc11de

encapsulation »nd assembly plant requires three steps from re-

ceipt of uranium mtll concentrate. These are:

(e) Conversion to (natural) UF,

(b) Enrichment

(c) Conversion of IiF^, to ceramic grade (enriched) UF^

These take the place of the slnqle step In the natural

uranium cycla to produce natural 1JO. from the uranium mill con-

centrate.

rr<--v! Efon of T.'ift f*ed to the pe 1 let ? za 11 on encapsulation

and assembly plant require a s!nr;'c step, as In the case of

natural uran 7 ura cycle .

Pel let I sat Ion , fcncajpsulat Ion and Assembly

Manufacturing operations up to complete thorium bundles

would be identical to those for natural uranium bundles except

for the differences Introduced by the use of hollow pellets »n-

stead of current design pellets.

Manufacturing operations up to completed LEU bundles

would be similar. New cperations would be that referlng to

graphite structure manufacture,

2.3-2.2. 'ixcuiitabl 1I ty

Few requirements for «afequards , security and accounta-

bility would be necesary in the case of thorium fu«l bundle

msiuifacture .

Specf.il re<iul renen t s would be necesary for the LEU

fuel bundl? n^nufacturo if we compare with natural uranium or

SEU

2.3.2.3- FueJ Costs

Conversion to L1F,

Conversion of uranium mill concentrate tc natural I1F̂

at a commercial throughput (several Hg/d) Is estimated to cost

$5/KgU.

0Ft to Completed LEU Bundles

The fabrication costs associated with a given number

of fuel bundles would be up to 10$ higher In the LEU bundles

case as compared with the natural, uranium bundles. Having an

uranium content three times lover, the fabrication costs associa-

ted with a given amount of uranium could be more than three



the main CAMOU-PHWR fucI sycles presented In /7...9/.

~S' ~

tfmes higher.

Ceramic grade thorium oxide powder

The thorium oxide powder Is estimated to cost $20/KgTh.

ThO,, powder to completed thorium tnjndle

Tht fabrication «cats associated wfth a given number of

fuel bundles would be not larger In tht ccse of thorium fuel

bundles In comparison with natural uranium fuel bundles. Keying

an H. E. content 3'-'w/o !ewer, the fabrication costs associated

with a given amount of H „ E. could be i<p to hOi M c h e r .

2.3.3- Other Facilities

Sjpent Fiiel ^ f r a j j e FacJ_JJ t_f e s

V h M e the d e c a y heat a n d r a d i a t i o n f i e l d as s f u n c t i o n

o f t i m e for s p e c t fusl (both LEU end thcrFur? f u e l ) a r e h i g h e r

t h a n for the n a t u r a l u r a n i u m c a s e , t h e d i f f e r e n c e s ?r« n o t e x p e c -

ted to W l se s i g n i f i c a n t p r o b l e m s from t h i s p o i n t of v i e w .

T h e s p e n t LEU fuel as v/e 11 as the s p e n t t h o r i u m f u e ! aro

m o r e r e a c t i v e tf-en s p e n t n a t u r a l u r a n i u m f u e l .

N e v e r t h e l e s s , It In e x p e c t e d t h a i s t o r a g e f a c i l i t i e s

w o u l d be v e r y s l m M a r , If n o t I d e n t i c a l , to t h o s e f o r s o e n t n a t u -

ral u r a n i u m f u e l . A s o m e w h a t l o n g e r c o o l i n g p e r i o d b e f o r e f i n a l

d i s p o s a l m a y be a d o p t e d .

F u e l lmroohl1izatIon and D i s p o s a l

A g a i n the p r o c e d u r e s a n d f a c i l i t i e s p l a n n e d for h a n d l i n g

s p e n t n a t u r a l u r a n i u m fuel w e r e c o n s i d e r e d to be a d e q u a t e , a l t h o u g h ,

ss m e n t i o n e d abcitf, s o m e w h a t l o n g e r c o o l i n g p e r i o d s m a y be u s e d

b e f o r e u l t i m a t e d i s p o s a l o f s p e n t f u e l .

H a v i n g a f i s s i l e c o n t e n t f i v e t i m e h i g h e r , the credit:

a s s o c i a t e d w i t h the s p e n t t h o r i u m b u n d l e s niakes t h e Ir r e p r o c e s -

s i n g m u c h m o r e e c o n o m i c a l t h e n t h e bunc'le u l t i m a t e Cl s p o s « 1. f h e

c o s t a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e u l t i m a t e d i s p o s a l o f s p e n t fuel w a s

c o n s i d e r e d in / 1 / and / V as b e i n g p r o p o r t i o n a l to the b u n d l e

b u r n u p . T h e r c f , r e , the h i g h cost a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e h i g h b u r n u p

s p e n t fuel d t s p e s » ! m a k e a l s o m o r e e c o n o m i c a l the fuel r e p r o c e s -

s i n g ef t he ( p e n t L EU fuel in s p i t e £ f its s m a l l f i s s i l e c o n t e n t

( s e e T a b l e 2 . 9 .



insairvn iiHsnca; rvnccisns, «s ciiiviicfo w u n ine 1/iir.tr s v » (

*rt used by FEINGAL code at Input dat», and »hi* lett«C code calcu-
lates th« avalutfon of the burnu.i Tn the supsrcel! channels In the

-7-

2.*. Fuel Ma nag ewe» t and Handiini Information

Th* fuel Management It characterised by the fallowings*

- Use of two types of fresh bundle^, naeiely thorium
bundles and «ran I MM bundles.

- The thorium bundle Irradiation ta made.In two distinct
steps In two different channels.

- The «or* channels ere divided In distinct groups
fueled with distinct fuel bundles I.e. HEU bundles,
fresh thorium (ThI) bundles and Irradiated thorium
(ThII) bundles.

- The fueling Is bidirectional (flow assisted)< «Ingle
or two bundle shift* one for all channel end bundle
types.

In Figs. 2.k A and 2.k t there are given the channel
distribution for two cores, the fleit one using 4t enriched LIU
fuel and the second one using 5.55 enriched LEU fuel.

Table 2.4 A and I summarise some of the general fuel
management information. Node detailed Information Is presented
In /6/.

No study «n the start-up core has been made.

The resource consumption associated with the approach
to an oqullIbrSua cere from fresh fuel could be expressed by
summing up of She LEU fuel amount» Mf|y"t In this core end the
spcint LEU fueS eseunt^H, _y as given by the neutron balance:

' *LEU("LEU,

where j • LEU» ThI, ThN f n the «ore,

M. • J-bundle heavy element content In all J type channels,
*Jk ™ "•Btpo* fätfaese of J bundle Vafore changing Its

posit lea ?rom Ii to k+l Ie the corresponding chnnnel
(«I )2 Is the neutron fluence at dlschcrge),

¥.(«1^) •» lnteg^eted neutron product Bon associated with
the unit mreunt vf HE of j bundle at «, u, and

*j Jk' " '»tegraSed eeutron absorption associated with
the unit amount of NE of J bundle at «, k» and

f • neutron frectlon escaping from leakage and rea«t»r con-
trol device absorptions.



TABLE 2.*.A

KCACTOR FUEL KANAeEKENT !INFORMATION POR
enriched U/Th CYCU

fraction of Cere Roplaecc1

Th* Initial «or* Inventory Is calculated (*a«
section 2.4) sappestng that sqvlilbrltm refueling
•tarts In the first day of raantor eperat4#n.

Tha aoatnai rat* of feel ling Is * LIB bundlea and
1 Th bundle par full powar «ay» For en* b««4U
shift tchasia this laaas t* S visits par full
pevar 4ay*

Tha ill LEU-«häfinal« ana* *4 ThI ahaanals »r»
fualia with frash faal »«»«lias. Tha 128 TNM
ehanaals »rm faalaa1 with lrrarilataa Th bitnaSas.
Tha UU-ThI-ana* THl f-chaanat rflstrlawtlon in tha
cora Is glvan In Flo.2.4 A.

Fora; of Fabricated LEU F«al
•.5 » long» 37 alanant bmi4la« of Zr-«lad UO2

hollow palSats with each bund I* containing 7 KgU
of kX anrlch*« MranIun.

For* of Fabrleatad Th Fual
•.5 si long» Vt atasiaat band U s of Zr-clad ThO2

hollow pailats with each bundle containing 1}kg
thorlc».

Losses ' conversion to UO2

fabrication

UjO1 Ref«lreaeats(a)

- tnveatiry (*•)
- amtval eqalllbrfaa

~ Styear cmvlattva

Separative Hark ReqwI resents

- lftvoitt#ry (*•)

- aanaal equttIbrine

- 30 year caaaiatlve

O.St

i.5*

12 tU/«v(o)
3k,% "
2Jl 1 M

{•)
7J t
I)
2$*3

-32-



«raaont of ttt« natural urcntun raqul raatnti, without «cnnoailc

penalties, «s compared to th« *t«ndard, natural nrtniuiB fuel

TAILI 2.4.A(co*tfft»acloi»)

Thoalwi raqalra»ants (•)

- tnvontory {*•)

• aamtal aqwI

- JO y«ar «wamlatlva

Spvnt t * * | eo«po«ltlorn • • • Tafcl* >.*.C

23 t Th/«W(«)

200 "

<•) Assuaetf loatf factort 103. AstMMotf onrlchaaiaiie ta l la j

Cfvlvalont valva *%• eactlo» 2.%.

— ? . • » > -
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TABLE 2.4.0

MACTOR FUEL HANAtENENT ENFORMATiGN FOK
enrlehed U/Th CYCLE

Fraction of Cor» Replaced!

Th* Initial eor? inventory I* calculated (•••
••stien 2.4) supposing that «onMSbrtw»
refueling starts In the first day of reactor »pa-
ration.

Tha noafnal rat* of fueling is ̂ 2.SLEU bund to
and 1^ 1,2 Th bundI* par full power day. For on*
bundle shift f«ham* this I»ads to h visits par
fall po*imr day.

Tha 152 LEU «hannals and 7* ThI channels »f
faded with fresh fuel bundles. Th» 152 ThM
channels »rm fwated with Irradiated Th bundles.
Tha LEU, ThI and ThII channel dlstrlbvtlen In
tha cer* Is given In FIg.2.4.8.

form of Fabricated LEB Fweii

•.5 * Ions, 17 cle«»nt »«ndtes of Zr -«lad UO2

he! lew pellets with each »wad I a «»ntalnfitf
*,l R«U ef $»%% enriched U.

Form of Fabricated Th Fueli
0.5 si long, 97 ateacat bandies ef Ir-*lad ThO
hollow pellets with each
Th.

Lassesi Conversion to UO2 «
referlcatloa i

Vjff ReaaIres>*»ts (*)J
- Initial Inventory (**)
• ennuel equttlbrlua)
- 30 year casmlatlve

Separative Vark R«.q»I reseats
- Initial laveatary <*•)
- ennval eeaUlbrlesi
- 30 yeer easmlatlve

M I e containing

o.st
o.st

Ut f
•6.0

27M t

U/CV(e)

t U/tW(e)

H/tV{e)

13 Kf

124 t SVeYtVU)
a I .» t SMcYtWe)

t SiftYtV(e)

~ih -



c l a d d i n g . O t h e r w i s e , the bi^^'.e Is Identical w i t h s t a n d a r d

natural uranium b u n d l e » .

Th U O 2 fuel Is hollow pellets with an o u t e r , one mm thick

To this aprroech-to-oqu 111 br ? u"i It will correspond a

total energy production equal tot

, »2*

where: 0, Ce*. fc) Is th« burnu? of J fuel at «...

A "fictitious" initial core Inventsry has been defined

at t

where

LEtI
,core
'LEI1 *

'• the equilibrium fueling rate and 9 Is the reactor

fission power.

To this"fictttlous"!nltlal core a fueling scheme would

correspond In which the reactor refueling would start In the first

dsy of reactor operation, at & fueling rate equal to the equili-

brium fueling rate.

Status and H, D et D ee,qul reaent»

2.5.1. Reactor Systea» (General)

A few minor Modifications mijjht be required to adapt th«

design developed as used fcr operation on a natural uranium cycle,

to operation on thor J wm-uran J u» once-through cycle. These were;

described In section 2.3. and would be expected to be straight-

forward.

Demonstration of the cycle would likely be achieved by

partial to full conversion of an existing CANOO-PHVR to thorlu*

and LEU fueling.

Research end development which should precede this denonr

stratlon will be necesary in the areas:

• reactor physics, ternohydrautles and fuel management

- fuel development.

2»5.2. fteactor physics, terwohydraulles and fuel »anagement R et D

In the reactor physics »rma, the »aln R et 0 are related

to the physics of high burnup fuels, the neutron absorption In

fission products Included. A confident assessment of reactor per»

foraance Is strongly dependent on the development of high precision

reaccor cell codes.

In the reactor thermal-hydraulics area, the main R et D



hoop stres* «Jurin» the power ramps at high b u * n u p . The U O 2 fuel

pin leads to \t fission gas releasf and to nearly zero final clad

creep hcop strain.

- /Z -

TA3LE 2.4.C

SPENT FUEL COMPOSITIONS FOR 4w/o

enriched U/Th CVCLE

LEU fuel (M/O of Initial uranium)

U
U

Pu

Pu

Pu

Pu

235
238

239
240

24t

242

0.12

94.00

0.25

0.23

O.OS

0.07

(Mp 239 Included)

Pu enrichment • 50w/o

Thorium fuel (w/o of initial thorium)

Th 232 90.42

U 233 1.40 (Pa 233 included)

U 234 0.47

U 235 0.09
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TAeLE 2.4.D

SPENT FUEL COMPOSITIONS FOR 5»5w/o

enriched U/Th CYCLE

LEU fuel (w/o of Initial uranium)

U
U
Pu
Pu

Pu
Pu

235
2 38

239
240

2*1

242

0
92
0

0

0

0

.36

.51

.27

.22

.05

.06

(Np 239 Included)

Pu enrichment » 54 w/o

Thorlurc fual (w/o of Initial thorium)

Th 232 90.37

U 233 UkI (Pa 233 Included)

U 23% 0.47

U 235 0.09



should be related to the core with nonuaiforai döscr lout ion 6»f

channel powers.

In the reactor fuel management, aroa, sxtensfvc R et D

arc requested for the fue.'< -s<nagement of both equilibrium

and transition cores. The main effort would £>« that requested by

the development of fuel management codes.

2.5.3. Fuel development K et D

The main development required In this area is related to

Irradiation testing at high burnups both cf thorium and LEU fuel.

The testing would have to confirm:
to-

- The ability of the thorium fuel plnviccept power remps

at burnups as high as those required during the second lrradietton

by the one or two bundle shift fueling scheme.

- The ability of the thorium and LEU fuel pins to accept

high burnups.

More over, tests are required to prove the ability of the

thorium fuel cladding to resists 4000 days at corrosion and

lildriding.

2.5.*. Enrichment capability

The alternative of buying enrichment services abroad would

be that considered in this case «no therefore no development would

be required in this respect.

2.6. Safety and Accident Considerations

UhIIe no detailed design investigation has been carried

out, no significant difficulties In meetlttg the same criteria as

those for natural uranium case are foreseen.

The major difference is probably the Increased fission

product hold-up !n Che reactor core. However fission product

release associated with « given number of fuel defects would be

not larger because the average temperature in the fuel Is much

I owe r.

Lower fuel temperatures In the nominal regime assure alto

that pe#H values In loss of regulation accidents remain much lower

than In the CAIIPU reactor (see fit).

The reactivity effect produced by loss of coolant In the

thorlun-urenium reactor will not be higher then In CANDU (12, 4ak

against 15,^ImIc). In addition, the rate of power rise will be lower

I



because of • longer [l,Gus «gaiuii 0,5nii) »>ro«pt neutron life-

time. Wc nay thus cenclu<J<s that cor* bahavbur of the thorlua-ura-

nlum raactor under abnormal and accident conditions would ba at

laatt as good as that of the standard natural uranluM raactor.

2.7. Environmental information

Th* environmental affects of the reactor system would be

sIMI1«r to those given by natural uranium cycle. Fission product

release fron e fuel defect would be not larger (see above).

Of course, environmental effects associated with mining

and Milling would be reduced due to !»proved uranium utilization.

Th* number of the fuel bundle» would be 3-* tines smaller.

2.8. Non-ProH feratton Data

2.8.1. Safeguards

Reactor safeguards »imllar to those dlsscussed In AECL

6593/1/ would be equally applicable and effective.

2.8.2. Enrichment Facility

In the alternative of buying enrichment services abroad,

no significant Increase In orollferatlon risk would be Involved

other than a wore sensitive material (LEU fuel) as feed fuel.

2.8.3. Men-Pro1lferetton Information

The data en spent fuel Accumulation rates have already

been given, as has the lsotopic composition of the spent fuel,

the radiation fields associated with It Is higher than those as-

sociated with natural uraalum spent fuel.

Some conments are given beiow on elements of assessment

of proliferation resistance that have been suggested.

Safoguardabl1lty

An acceptable safeguards scheme could be devised for

Irradiated fuel on the reactor site. This type of scheme lends

Itself to further extension to cov«r tnterl» storage or ultimate

disposal sites.

Weapon Usaelllt»

The LEU • fresh fuel In this cycle Is *<*" 5.51 enriched

and hence not directly usable for nuclear weapons. The LEU »pent

fuel contains about 6g of plutonium per Kg of heavy metal and the

thorium fuel contains about 20 5 of uranium per Kg of heavy «etaI.



ring fuel pins).

TASLE 2.9.1.

IAS(C PARAMETERS OF REFE8ENCE 638MV(«)REACTORS

Parameter

Core Radius (m)

Core Length (m)

Reflector Thickness (m)

Lattice Pitch (m)

No of channels

Pressure tubes ID (cm)

Heavy Water Purl ty(wtatD^u)

Radfal form factor

*ax Channel Power(MW)(*)

Reactivity Load (mk)

Number of Coolant Loops

Number pf Pumps per Loop

Number of Boylers per Loop

Heat transfer Area/Botler(m

Channel Outlet Pressure(HPa)

" " Tamp.(0C)

•• " Quality**)

Element per Fuel Bundles

Av.Burnup(HWd/tt HE)

Urautui» Dundla

Thorium Bundle

Natural
uran turn

3

5
0

0

380

10

59.
0.

6.

17.
2

2

2

)3177

to.
31?

2.

37

7000

H. A

.142

.944

.655

h% enrich.
U/Th

3.

5.
0.

.28575 0.

.34

75

825

5

5

2>J

3

•

3S0

10.

99.

0.

7.

15

2

2

2

3177

10.

?7*
2.

37

46700

70900

142

944

655

28575

34

75
867
5(6.2!

5,5tcnrlc|.
U/Th

3
5
0

0

360

10

99

0

S)*) 7

15
2

2

2

3177

10

312

2

37

57700

72400

.142

.944

.655

.28575

.34

.75 I

.867

.5(6.25)*)

.29

.9

•) Uranium channel power (average supercell power).



If chemically separated from thf heavy metal this would be usable

for nuclear weapons.

Material Hodlflability

The Isotcpic composition of plutonium is not Ideal ( 3&t

Pu 2<iO)s The lsotoplc enrichment of uranium Is high ( 70S). Even

If the associated U-232 Introduces restriction In Its utilisation,

the separation of uran fu* seems to be more attractive than the

separation of plutonium from LEU spent fuel.

Facility Hod\fIability

The process could be altered to produce a more favorable

plutonium composition for nuclear weapons t ? substantially redu-

cing the burnup of the dischargadfuel. This would be easily detec-

ted. There is little scope for Increasing the concentration of

plutonium In the spent fuel.

The process could be also altered to produce a higher

quantity of spent thorium fuel by substantially reducing the burn-

up of the discharged fuel. Its 1-232 content will be lower and so

Its selfprotection. In this way li-233 becomes more attractive.

lntcrruptabi1ity

The inspection frequency in the safeguards scheme Is such

dlverssion would be detected relatively promptly.

Material Accessibility

Spent LEU fuel has a low vulnerability to the theft or

seizure, mainly due to the relatively low plutonium concentration

( 69/Kg HE) and the relatively high radiation fields.

Spent thorium fuel has a higher uranium concentration

( 20g/Kg HE); the radiation field is also relatively high.

2.9. Economics

2.9.1« Introduction

The base case used for economic studies Is a 638 HVe

CANDU-PHW reactor In a single unit station cf./i/ 2.9.2.A, Identi-

cal lit all respects (other than those directly attributable to the

use of LEU and thorium fuel) to that described there. Table 2.9.1

lists the basic parameters of the reference once-through thorium-

uranium fuel cycle case as well as the once-throuph aatural uranium

fuel cycle.

2.9.2. Ground Rule

The ground rules adopted werw the same as those used In



/1/. /4/ and /8/.

The reference values used for the maFn relevant economic

parameters mr* given In Table 2.9.2.

Considering the cost associated with th« ultimate dispo-

sal of spent fuel as being proportional to the bundle burnuo (see

also section 2.3.3) the advantages cf rsduced bundle number

disregarded.

ttiit used for natural uran turn

2.9.3. Costing Method

The costing m

cycle, cf,/1/, section 2.6.3.

2.9.4. Capital Costs

Table 2.9.4. compares data for a 638 NWe unit station

using the once-through thorium-uranium fuel cycle, considering

that the only difference could be attributed to the costs of the

Initial fuel fnventary.

2.9.5. Discounted Capitalized Operational Costs

Table 2.9.5. compares data for corresponding natural uro-

nium and thorium-uranium reactors, the differences being attributed

to the costs of the replacement fuel.

2.9.6. Discounted Unit Costs and Product Costs

In Table 2.?.f. the c»ptt?l and operational costs have been

expressed as «nit costs (I.e, dotlnrs/KWe), and as average product

cost. The uranium-thorium reactor has a product cost practically

equal to that for the natural uranium reactor.

2.9.7. Variation due to the fpent fuel element credit

In Table 2.9.7* the fissile credit Is glven^Tpent fuel

taking Into account:

- A reprocessing cost 14% higher fn the case of LEU fuel

than In that of natural ursnlum fue? In order to take-Into account

the higher burnup and the lower bundle heavy element content.

- A reproceslng cost 10% higher In the case of our

thorium fuel than In that of thorium fuel given In /8/, also in

order to take into account the higher burnttp and the lower bundle

heavy element content.

• A refernce U 235 value equal tp 47,8$/Kg as resulting

from Table 2.9.2 for highly enriched uranium.

- The corresponding fitsile plut«w-lum and U-233 values

J



ted with a given amount of uranium could be more than three

were evaluated considering the relative to U-235 equivalent

amount ratios as bains «quail to 0.91 K|/Kg *«d to 1*33 Kg/Kg,

respectively» I.a. the ratio of the rorraspondlng initial flsatle

Inventory of the PHWR-SSET systems.

* A «-232 Induced penalty equal to the difference between

the active enriched ThO2 and Inactive enriched ThO. fabrication

costs as given In /8/ Table 2.9.2.1.

A credit 20-30 times higher for thorium fuel result* In

this conditions, if compared *lth natural U or LEU fuel.

In the sane Table the "net" fissile credit Is given,

which takes into account the fuel disposal costs,'This shows that

LEU fuel credit could be 3-4 tltres Mcher than that for natural

uranium fuel.

Table 2.3.7a glvs* the corresponding discounted operational

costs and the Table 2.9.7 C gives th* unit costs and the product

cost suKmary.

Somewhat larger- dlfersnces between natural uranium »no

U/Th cycles result In this case If compared with thatwlth fuel

element disposal (Table 2.9.6).



TABLE 2.9.2

BA«E VALUES OF ECONOMIC PARAMETERS {*)

U3O8 Cost

ThO2 Cost /8/

H««vy Watar Cost

Separative Work Cost

Natural UO2 Fuel Fabrication Cost

4*enrlch*d UO, Fuel Fabrication Cost

5.5Senrlched UO2 Fuel Fabrication Cost

ThO2 Fuel Fabrication Cost

Co«¥arslon U3O8 to UFfi

Enrichment Plant TaIUs

Plant Capacity doctor

Plant Life

Heavy Water Upkeep Rate

escalation R«t«

Discount Rate

Interest Rate

Cos« of Ieactor Decommission Ing

Shipping and Repository Fuel

Disposal Costs

I17$/Kg

20$/Kg

270$/Ko

100$/Kg

55$/KgU

iG3$/KgU

l7SS/Kgil

79$/KgTh

.Vl

30 a

(A) In Canadian dollars



tret device aatorptlama.

TABLE 2.5.k. TCTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COST ESTIKATfS

FOP. 1x638 MW(e) fHV« (In M$)

Nature I fctEnrlch.
U/Th

5.5*EnrUh,
U/Th

Dlrect+lndlreet Costs (*)

Initial Fuel Inventary

Total Capital Co'ts

685.
1<>.

7 0 0 .

9
9
8

685.
1 1 » .

700.

9
7
6

£85.
2 2 .

718.

9
9
8

(•) cf./i/ Table 2.9«5. No differences were considered for both

U/Th cycles.

TASlE 2.9.6. UNIT. COST AND PRODUCT COST SUMMAKY

(*) cf. /1/ Teble 2.9.4. No differences wece considered for both

U/Th cycles, except fuel Inventory.

TABLE 2.9.5. QISCOUNTrD OPERATIONAL COSTS (in HS)

Discounted c.^r<>i it-iie 3 ccsts
except f u e l d i s p o s a l ?nd
repl«iccr.ien t ( * )

Spent FUi)I t / f s p o s a l

I uo 1 ?.V\J löctr, en t

Tcta l

Natural
Uranium

21U.8

19.6

r.CC.3

5 in .7

4%Ervrich.
U/Th

210.8

19.6

251.3
500.7

5.5tEnrlch.
U/Th

210.8

19.6

251.2

481.6

Natural .. 4tEnr!ch.
Uran Ium(*) U/Th

5.5XEnrich
U/Th

Unit Initial Capital Cost
($/HVe) 1098.4

Unit Total Discounted Capita-
lised Operating Cost ($/KWe) 8QO.k

Total Discounted Unit Cost
(S/KW«) 1858.B

Average Product Cost(«$/KVh) 15.7

1096.

784.

1682.

15 .

0

7

7
6

1126

75*

1881

i£

. 6

.8

.4

{*) cf. /1/ Table 5.9.6.
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TAeLE 2.9-7.&. CREDIT FOR SPENT FUELS (5/KgHE)

Kat.L'
fust

'rf.cn rich.
LEO f U A I L£U fuel

Thorlua
fuel

Reprocessing cost

F U i M a Value

0-232 penalty

Fissile Credit

Disposal Savings

Net Fissi ie Credit

£8
112

U

2*

17
k\

IDC
122

C

22

1 10

132

100
UO
0

30

139
169

120
9*6

65
761
170

931

TABLC 2.9.7.8. «)t SCOUNTEu OPk-RATJONAL COSTS

Urani
rich.

U/Th

Discounted operational
costs except fuel replace-

210.8•ent

Spent fuel Credit

Fu*I Replacement

Total

-27.6

210.

270.

a
k

3
1

210.3

-53.0
251.2

TABLE 2.9.7.C UNIT COST ANO PRODUCT COST SUMMARY

Matural
U ran I u!» U/Th

S.SUnrlch
0/Th

Unit Initial Capital
Cost ($/KVe)

Unit Zoitel Uiscovntea
Capitalised Operating
Cost ($/KWe)

Total Discounted Unit
Cost ($/KVe)

Averaee Product Cost
(•$/RVh)

1093.

726.

1824.

15.

h

B

8

1098.

676.

177«».

14.

0

6

6

6

1126

633

1759

14

.6

.2

.8

.5 •
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fuel contains «bout 69 of plwtenluM »er Kg of heavy aatal ana" th«

thortuM fuel contains about 20 g of uranlu» per Kg of haavy «etai .

Introduction

The once-through uraniua-tnoriua eycla in CaJfSO-PUi
coneidared in thia etudy eaaa diatinet thoriua and taraniua
bundlaa m» in {% • • • 5"3 . In [ l • • • 3 J tha uraaiaa enriehaeat
of uraniuB bundlea ia vary low, 1.8M>t and tho avaluationa wara
aadc uaing neutron balance data. Ko data refering to channel
power raatriotiona wara given. In f4] , 2o» aurichad uraniua
bundlaa wara considered in a core consisting of five channel
clusters, each cluater being canatitutad by four tuoriua
channels and erne uraniua channel. A vary high uraniua chancel
power results and, therefore, cermet tjpe UO2 bundlaa haa been
proposed. In [ 5] 5 to lo* aurielied uranium cases ware atudiod
without considering specific cnanr.el diatributions in the core*

Ir the present stuJy lixi&l neaimon flux diatributiona
and power profilaa for ehanrels fueled witia thoriua bundlaa and
low euriched (5.!> w/o end 4 w/o 02i?) o^snius bundles wara
calculated for two Soo '*:*(«) CAK£U-Pil'.<3 imiar core atruet&rea.
The aupercslls aorraaponding to thsae cere structured ara given
in Figa. 1 and 2.

She aupareell presented in Fig. 1 canaiata of two
^rup of five cn.-maais corre3ponding to tiie bidirectional flow
aasistea, fueling* In »äch group, two chdnnala (having identical
neighbourhoods) are fueled with LK bundles (5.5 w/o euriehed)
one channel ia fueleci with presh thoriua bund lea (Ihi) and two
channels i naming, also identical noigiibourhoods) are fueled
with irradiated thoriuu burdlea (Sh I i ) .

The eupercell presented in irig. 2 consists of two
group of eix ehannele, also correaponc.ing to the bidirectional,
flow aaaMent, fueling. In each group, three ohsnr.axa (of which
two, U2 Grid U3, haf? icsrt iesl naibourhdeds) ara fueled with
LJU bundles (4 w/o euriciied), one eiisrr.tl ia fueled with freah
thora.ua bunalaa (ShI) anti two coacnels {having
ara fueled with irradiated thoiiuxa bundles (ThIl).
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These two eiMB would permit to ehoos« • convenient
paik i . e . a aupercall atructure and • LiU eoricbBcat l eve l ,
•hioa would perait to obtain tot L£U and ThII ohannele aearly
aqual merlins to tna corresponding dry-out channel powara aa given
by their ponar profilea.

Tne calculations wars iaade in aa intarativa aannar
in ordar to account for the irradiation hiatory dapandanea
of«the ce l l paraaetero dua to *e 233 affect by ueing (1)
LATRIP ce l l codo supplying for a .̂ ivan sat of bundle irradiation
hietoriaa a aet of bundle cal l porsaat era arul (2} a apaciul
developed supercall code, F£INU.>L* »hide using theae paraaMtara
oaloulataa the ouparcell ccrre&*;ondir.g erinl neutron flux
dist^ibutiona in the aupercell chermelfi. Xhtae fiiatributiona
Ie^d to & raure appropriate burnit- irradittion histories and
this the LAfHiI - FSI^OAL ift«r&tive calculstiane laad to UTRSP
coda dat£ eonsifiteu with the surcrcell structure and the



fuel cycle.

2 .9 .2 . Ground Rule
The ground rules adopted werw Che same as those used In

2 .1 . StM «Igoritta» of the FJSX8GU* Cod*

2.1.1« »he self eonaietent aepect of the algorithm

The algoritha of the cod» i s an application of th«
Feinberg - Gulinin epprojciii9tior: to tb« case of an infinita
radius PHV reoctcr cons is tins i n *&• superposition of an infinite
nucbar of suparcells.

£b» neceseity to deal witb this approxivation
eris*» froa tna util isation of cLannela fueled with a apteifiad
nature of the nuclear fuel (U, TbI, TbII). fhiö »olution
ia known as coapoait* ov nonunifora fuel latt ioo. In tbia
OH aa the algorithm dapanaa, in a great tiaaEure, en the type
of a^auoetry of fuel channels vithin the supercall.

The ccä« X3 TiOt merelj a st«ac^ s ta t s one, bat
a burn up code, äecauae of tue u t i l i sa t ion of the Feiitberg
G«lanin appvoxiiaaticn the iu»»l chaiuicl era eonaiticrad as a
filiform one. The cor.uid«FHticri of th« fuel cluster structure
ic tiiti t*u«X ciianr.elö implies tae running of the LMTRSP coda

the output of thic> code uze Uerivau the burnup functions
(J,K)9 BISSAU (U1K), Qk^nD (J,K) dapsnöing on ihe neutron

f luonee OiiJKJÄ (J,K) increasing with T for different fu«i
channels K* SIkI), G&i.>Yv arc th« Feinberg-G&lenin paraMtara and
ESZdS ia the satio of calefiärio aaan neutrcn flux of the
channel K on t i* staac Wescott nautroa £lux in il*« fuel of the
dtonnnel K , i . e . *f 9.

ia tnfl ratio of the overt 11 yeld reaction
rataa on the channel obnorbtiou r a t e s .

the ratic of the total atoovbtion
reaction rataa (thermal plus epithermal within calandria tub*
radiua) on the cai»ndriu near Wescott neutron flax (4>Q . ) •



fro» Table 2.).2 for highly enriched uran IMM.

- Tha corresponding fissile p1ut*n4ua and U-233 values
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?iretly th« LAIHJSt Coda i s ran for a gammana axial
neutron flux in the fuel of UTUEIUB and thoriua ohanncla and
than the functiona JSlAD, OAUAU, BUAB ara calculated fro»
tba LAXRaP output. These functions ara input data for VSIMGiL
code. Than the FBIKGAL coda i» Yuw.

the FiilKGrtL» output «a obtain new axial nsutron
flux»a along the uranium and tiiorim» channele.

After two successive runnings of the code coupla
LATBSP FSJNQAI, we obtain a satisfactory agreement betveen tha
L&TK£P and BSIEGAI. exiel neutron fluxee in the uranium and
tborim channala*

This fact can be easily eeen in the figured givan
at tha point 3 of ttiia «ttaehaent.

Iha eonvargmioe of this iteration process
raprasanta a proof that tha algorithm ie aolfoonaistant.

2 .1 .2 . Snort decoription of iha algoritha

She faicöerg-OelaniK «pprorisjetioi.. to deal cith
a nucnoar rmmetor lat t ice was pres«r;ted at the Geneva Ccniaranee
by SU Feinbarg [63 and AS Galsnin [73 • Future äevelopacnta
appeared in different scientif ic contree £s]-[25] • In principle
the a^goritha ia baaed on tha solution of the one-group
difuaion aquation for the neutron flux radiallj and
aagmothalXy averaged ir. thm aoderatcr of the super cell*

aourca tera contains the contribution at a
given point froat a l l the channels in different supercells.
She aoltttion i s a nuaerical one and implies a parabolic
dependence of the axial neutron flux. Deceuse of the tjmmmtrj
againat the eentrel cross aectio» for the PHW reactor «a
have to consider only uxw half of tue ratictcr length (H*?oOcai)
Once the neutron flux i s CBl'.nlntec in t.̂ e no^rrator »a ean
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ecapote the axial buckling BZ[I) at • given cross section

of tfa* reactor and then we aaaea the burnup QKSSAI (I#K)

at the position I and the channel K of the supereell.

For this evaluation we have to use the burnup

functions JBTA <1,K), BJiXA (I,K) QMA (I,K) and the continuous

fueling rates V (&.) for the ciutimöle of the aupercell. Ie

note that in the case of tue 5,5 i* uranius e richatmt we have

to ciiooae only V (1) to satisfy the criticalitjr because V(2)

ie «iten end VJ3) • V(2)/2,V{4) » -V(I), V(5) - -V(2)t /(6)*
C-V(5). Ore half of the channels ir. the cons ia »red e up ere ell

haa an apposito «iiricticn to the other half. In the case

of 4% e yich*dnt we have to chuoaä to fueling raxea V(I),

V^J,) foj? tha reaaon of criticoility; 7(3) ia given and ?(4)

7(5) a -V(I), V{6) =« -7(2), V(7) « - V(^) 7(8) * - V U ) . The

neutron fluxes in o iff want cliarriäla aro calculated fros a balance

equation*, in tho volume of the supsrcell. ?e have to aention
that for flattening of the neutron *lux in tha aoderator «e
ueed an euppleaenter^ »beorbtion 02 (I) in tarias of an szial
buckling. The fro» of this function is a atep one. In the
firat and last aijaiie of tha reactor length the function has
the sero value and constant in reet ia th« case of 5«556
uranium enrichment. In the c».3« of 4- urauiu^ enricliasnt the
function 32(1) haa Uecreading valuta ir thä nsignbourhoaU of
th« »idplana of tha reactor.

2.2. Subroutine description of the code

THe FaNGAL code hoe <t o^in aegaent ami a
of FuitirouSinea ore called.

tha subroutines asa o£ two kinds: own and appealed

ones fro» X<.:dLXa collection of the QJX) computer. The first

category cantainei the following subroutines FQMAG, BISSC, SaVS,
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f ISEMZ and tba function VCT* lfca. second category coat » la
the subroutine* LSSplF and LIHV5F.

2*2.1« The subroutine

subroutine interpolate a the values of the
burnup function* 3Ta (J ,X) , 33FA (I.K) and OAJIA (I,K) for
each axie l positioin X «long tne jt-HW reactor channel K for a
eoBputeä value of th« burnop iMXok (I,K) in the oa*e conditions.

The interpolation if» a lit<«ar one ana r«f«r« to
the väluee of tne ournup funciion* j£i.AJ <!,*>), iiKi;AiX 1«^)»
GAKADd.K) (i*i>nwuin& on tius ar^ua&at fcfuiiG (I ,&) . keoarlcabl*
i s the fact that inaex X «hi.ch counts tha «xia l positions
»arias tron 1 to HK « 25; the ir;iiex I varies froti 1 to NiC (K);
the iudex K. vtjriaa i'rora ono to Is&i, KIî  i s tha nuaber of tiw
ohannele in ti\* roUuoed suporcsl l .

In the cane of Va* supercall y tuelad with urenitui
of 5*5% ©urichjaent in IT^N£Q « 6j in tiie essa of 4% »viricöaiaB

* 3 . Tha valuaa of tha vector coaponsnts NK(X) ara "»̂ »<—»
iisplicationa conoarning tfia balftnco of the neutrons i a

the reactor appearing fx*om the l inear interp*Lationa i a t h i s
subroutine s i l l be discussed bslow.

2«2.2 . The subroutine BXSiS

subroutine performs the search of Uie »ero
of tha deterainent IH (I,K) for different vsluea of tha axia l
bueklisig BXZiZ) at s given axial poaitaon I .
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Her* i s used tha bisection Btthod. The option for
the utilization of thie subroutine Ie tha cods i« choaen bj
•Macs «f the parameter HZVMHi Whan IfZFALS * C; otherviae tha)
code u*es the suoroutine SAUfi). The utilisation of the subroutine
iiloiiC iapliea s «l©ww running of the coda, but the ealeulatioa
io uaad ae a chtcfc, *"e explored the z « t of IH (I t£)]in t.*a
V9loe interval {-.5»lo , lo"5) df the oxisl ^ucklii^g, which
ineludaa nagstivos vslues for this quantity (tf (IfK) era tha

of th«» i j

This sitmnf'or. appssred ir tha study of the saparcell
lu«laö with uranium of 1Jy* «yvrichQ nt BIS.iC c«lls t.ha
subroutine© HPQ anä EJRV5F.

?.2O. ?h» CAUR

&« we just noticed tha option for the utilisation
of thie subroutine in too code takes plsce when VZFhLS ¥ 0*
this subroutine call a tha subroutine £T£l er.d the far>ction
F6T for the ee©rch of the sere of the d*t.erair.aiit J H (ItC)i.
The utilization of tnis subroutine icpliee a faster computeticu
of this zero.

2.2.4. the subroutine KTiII

Thi& Bubi1 out in o i& bovsu an an. algorithn daaoribei
i s I2e] • Tb« method of duller is s rei'ineasr.t of tha bisection
•ethod *nd consist a in auccasive bise .cV l o tv of tha argument
followed toy ir7«rsa parabolic intefpoln^ior. of the fuTietiou.
The oubroutiM is tsken from function tra SSP collection of
the IBS computer.



2.2.5« The function TtJT

fhia segaent accomplishes the calaulwtion of
tiie input par mat Ai- Ĝ? i' or the subroutine R7MI. This
parjaeter Is tl̂ a valua of the ugtex*sän»nt \H <I,K)1 calculated
by mesna of the auaroutice LlT*V3i;'. This function wist be
aoctionad in an STUiIUBaL ststenont within the subroutine SiUIt*

2.2.6. I&e subroutine d&Q

Tnia cuoroutine cc-iputas the V9lu«s of tfas Matrix
elements H (!,"<) fcx> diifei'ant valu«3 of axiel position I
and diff«p«nt channels X. Ih* th«oi."y for tfca calculation of
th«st aatrix «leiswnta ie that oi' Ff-inberg-Gslanic approxiwtion
applied to a mipercell. Xn the ceao of 5»?% uraciun euricbavnt
«« ua«<3 a «u«src«lS with only 6 distinct channels 2 of which
w«r« fueled with uruniua (V , V") and displec«di i« sppoaed
directions. The other chennells where fueled with fresh thoriua
(ThI+, TKl") ana partially burned up thoriuis (IhIl*, Will").
In the cod* the ebove pairs of chennela coi-reeponcl to th«
follovins «slues of K (1 ,4) , (Z,b), (3 ,6) , respectively. IB the
case of the 4% lu'aniu» auric haan t we hrtd to etudy a aupereell
with only NSQ » 8 distinct channels consisting of the pair*
(u£, Up (U* , Ug) (ShI+, T h O , (JhII+, XhII'). 7he correspo»din«
values of the pa*aaeter are (1 ,3) , (2 ,6 ) , (3 ,7) , (4 ,8) ,
respectively. Ve in this caee the real supercell consists ia
RCAIfAL • Io channels. The difference between BSQ «ad JKtXAL
arises fro* the identity of the syanetry of the tvo pairs of
channels (O+ , Up, (u£. U~).

A similar situation appears in the ease of 9.9%
uranium enrichment. This syasMtry lad us to consider oaHjf m
nuaber of equations NSQ * 6 instead of the real nuaber of
channels KCAMAL * 12.
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2. Confidencn consideration*

*« checked the solution of tho ?«inb9rg->Q*}lanin
eyatea equations for n ^i?en supdrcall cross auctions by
cooperiaon of Uu-* FiiMGJtL coce results v/ith thoae r
by a «aall coda «rittan far s U t i c calculations.

further v<er'i{<c&tvon of th« FiJIKaAL cod» haa baas
to ch««k the influence of the uaed approximationa

(Ixaaar interpolation of tha input data» nuacrical a olut. ion
of tarn diffueion equ;ricn) or a^percell neutrou b->l«nc«.
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anti <sod« reauita

Tb* axxnl neutron i*iux distributions ir the channels
iueleci witii thoriuB bundles >jnu lew euricliec - 5.5 and 4 w/o
U2>5 - uraniua. oi;nälea were calculated for tlta auporcelis
given in iiga* 1 >inu 2 anu ror bundle heavy elraents contanta
OJf tneee bundles ihat 3re gxvsn in Tublaa 1 and 2 .

¥ne eapdi'eell avera^eu cUuxnttl power considered
in these calculations was 6.25 -# (thermal) instead of the
standard 6.^o MW (th) tzi], to account for ^n higher core racial
Iroa fact;or due- to Pä-235 eIXectt o.B67 inataad of O.854. This
value Ia onl^ an astiaata No äetailec Btuay tms been nade*

The LATKIiP code v are ion used in these eelculstiona
rae the M?P ore, a3 given in [2fcf] , «xcapt (T0 (PPPT, 0233) •
* 4*5 b instead of Ib*

M 1 and 2 contair also tfta LAi1HiJP coie
input date of the laat iteration consisting of the eeta° twelve
neutron flux vsluee (corresponding tc the twelve bundle
positions in each chattel) obtained bj «v«raging on the corres-
ponding point neutron fluxes supplied by PiINOaL coda previot»
runnings* fhe exiel neutron flux uaifcraity factor in the
supercell »oderator in the cases of theee runnings are given too.

Using the LATEaP outputs corresponding to theae
date the table functions J4MACt BSS&D ani SXkS hava been
derived and uaad «a input deta for FEIKGAL code*

3y running ti*. FEIKGAL coda the fuel averaged
axial neutron flux dxstributioue given in Table» 3 and 4 nav*
bean obtained*

Xn figs* 4 and 5 taere are presented the axial
neutron flux distributioaa (fuel averaged for each channel type)
both theae used es input in the LATKSP code (etepwise) and those
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given by tha FJQRUAL code (pointwise). Th* eonaiatenoy «f these
palva off distribationa seeaa t o 00 acceptable.

4 . Channel power profi les

The D2(i) veiue, v/iiich render so the fEXKGAL coda
equation eysteia c r i t i c a l , corraöpond t e inner core react iv i ty
loads equal to 25 ofc and 19 wit, i . e , to core react iv i ty loads
equal to 14 and 11 mk in the case of 5»5% enr 17/!Th and 4% enr
U/Th cores, respect ive ly , und to CT° (PFiT, U255) * 4.5b.

Th«ö8 re su l t s ware adjuster to account for'

a) Cove react iv i ty loads equal to 11.6 rak and 19 Bk,
respect ively , wnich correspono to those required by s start-up
after m 2o» siiut-aown.

b) dn abaorbtion cross secti&n <j° (PFPT9 U255) s Ib ,
as f.iven in [23] , though th i s i s a rather low valua i f doapare
the result ing data with tiiosa &i«an by the i>JfP version and
even, by FlSStUQD-2 eon a.

Those adjustments reuuc© tus urdniuä channel powers
from 7.67 KÄ' (tn) anti, respectively, 7.45 MW (ta) (aisx. Ul) up
to about 7.4 -̂ v ( t h ) . Sha corresponoing just yftar rsffteling on
time averagad channel power rat io are I.086 ano, respect ively ,
I .05I• ihe thoriuia channel (rh 11) powavs are 6.0 IiW (th) and
5.8 s&H ( t h ) . Their msxiuium vduss dif fers from thosa time saaragad
ones by l e s s then 1*.

In f i g . b ti-ere arc ^ivan the bundle power
distr ibutions for ihe inner core, uraniu fual ehsnnela* Ihe
corresponding aarginr to the cr^-out powers are diaeuaaad in
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detail in [293 where the reported channel dry-out povere ara
8.6 and 9.1 M¥(th), respectively. I s tha firat eaaa (5.5* aw .
UAh) tha dry-out Margin ia vary low o.6 MW(th), «hila in tha
aaooaä eaaa (4» ear U/Xh) i s high, 1.3 KV(th), an high
aa £ or nat,U channel*

5. Conclusions

Th« uee of the L4fÄ£P (cal l ) and FSWOAL (eupereell) eodaa
laad to ehaanal power profilee coneistact with tha aapareall
atructures propoied for 5.5* and 4% anrichad oraniua-thoriua
cycles.

Tha naxisua ohannal povar in the firat cooa (8«o MM(th)}
i s rather high, i f compare with ita dry-out power, leading
go a very \ovi margin, h higher uraniua anrichnent ia needed
for the f iret aupereell atructure.

In the second case, the uexiaun channel power (7.8 M*' (th))
ia rather low lending to a aarein to dry-out aa high aa that
of the nat.U channel*
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Tabl* 1.5.99 «arioh. O - Ö/Ih ejcla - LaflUtF data

IMl Bundle data for U

U235 n o.a
W238 " 5.982

Th X th I I
13.O76 ThI baudi* at

to 9 4.616 aAb

input "aat-
- m&Jorator

urdi'oi?siit,y factor
positior» «3-

«eacott r eutrejr:
flux
(To14 n /cHf2)

posit ion 1

6
7
S

9
Io
11
Ic

Z kWTZfjfi
Vautrcc i lu«tct at
diseharga (n/^b)
LAXfiJS? eoda output
Buraup at diaoiiar^ft

42.25

4.27oo

51-313

o. 71

56 .

4.6164

113.12

o.2190
O.57W
o.7534
o.3561
1.147O
1.3ol8
1.4235
1.4438
1.3536
1.1747
o.9343
o.4I19
o.5752

0.3006
O.7196
o.8959
1.0243
1.O93S
1.1122
1.0641
o. 9759
o.8424
O.6845
o.5196
0.2O77
o.7872

o.21o8
o.5o93
O.6377
O.74O8
O.S124
O.3431
O.3354
O.7938
O./144
o.6o9o
0.4872
O.1996
0.6I6I

11.8425

72.352

J



tabla 2 A% aurlehad U - UAh cycle - LATRÄP data

X l AMI Bawl* data
Bondia typa U
Sb (itg/buftälc) -
U255 " 0.273
U233 - 6.665

LkTABi1 input Chiö
FElNGAI* — moderator
axial neutron 1 lux
uniformity factor

ThI
13.O76

mm

-

o.875

ThII
ThI bundle composition
at co s 4.75 n/kb

Fuel position dwell
tiae (dsyo) 4O.26 57,Gc 115.20

wsaeott neutron
f lux, fuelr a1?«re,

position 1
2

4

5
6
7
8
9

Io
11
12

B-AjersÄä

0.4156
o.9763
1,18^2 *
1.2545
1.3o53
1.3785
1.4621
1.5253
1.6182
1.6793
1.487O
o.661o
1.2453

o.4048
o.9o96
1.0354
l .o lRi
O.97o4
o. 9c S)o
o.9o9?
0.8691
0.8395
o.7326
o.6329
o.2659
O.7954

o.2776
o.64o5
o.7643
o.7731
o.7591
O.7565
o.7113
o.645o
0.5945
•>.534S

O.4175
o,174o
o.5875

Ifautron iluunce at
disclaarge (n/Kb)
Latirep output data
Bornup at discharge
(MWdAg) 46.05

4.75o

2O.319

11.767

72.O55



One* tb« n«utron flux i s calculated in the raOrator »• e»n
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Fig. 3
Flow chart of the FEINGAL code
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Fig. I* AxTaI neutron flux distributions in the inner core
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Fig. 5 Axial neutron flux distributions in the inner core
supercell channels for Aw/a enr U-Th cycle



Xn figa. 4 sad 5 tfaara ar« praaantad tba axial
nautron flux diatributiona (fual avaragaä for aaoh efaannal typa)
both tbaaa uaad as input in tfa« LATKIP cod« (atapwioa) and tboaa
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ATTACHMENT 3

ON SOME PROBLEMS OF MODELLING PHWR FUEL BEHAVIOUR.
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ON SOME PROBLrMS OF MODELING PHWR FUEL BEHAVIOUR

APPLICATION TO UO2 AND ThO2 FUELS

1. Introduct ion

ANFEB (Analysis of Nuclear Fuel Element Behaviour) is

an integral fuel pin code developed at INPR in order to essist

the understanding of the physical phenomena taking place An a

CANDM - type PHVJR fuel element during steady and quasister>cly

state operation. i'h« thermal, physical and mechanical ana lye is

performed by the code are used (in some extent by the codo it-

self) to predict in-pile performance and allow parameter r<tv.'\U.ys

of the CANDU-typ9. elements.

The goal of a physical description has been pursu*-1

throughout by avoiding as much as possible the use of empi». !:.'• i

models but in order to achieve reasonably accurate rr-sult- in f>

relatively short time, axial symmetry has been assumed and in

some extent the axial variations have been disregarded.

The code structure and mechanical analysis are somewhat

similar to those of the Japanese code ACTIVE-II /1/, a code

based in a large extent on the LIFE-II /2/ one. x'he most atrrac-

tive feature of ACTIVE-II code, preserved by ANFEB, Is its modu-

lar structure allowing to easily "update" any of the proc»durss

intended to calculate the radial distribution of the physical

properties of fuel or cladding while keaping unchanged the main

program and tha other cbout 70 subroutines of the code. Ths us°
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of variable dimansions allows an easy observing of inter-module

communication rules.

The code has b^en adapted for analysing a special de-

sign of a "once-through" ThO2 or UO- fuel element /3, 4/ by

rewriting several routines and by using others twice for '.lie

newly introduced materials.

The MATPRO version 9 /5/ library has been so Jf\r -lie

main source for material correlations and properties dat=!, un-

less they are specific to the CANDU-type fuel. Three such phy-

sical phenomena hav^. received a special attention: fissio gas

swelling and release, densification and "free" volumo inl- :;i.>--

tions, as detailed in section 2.

The attempt to model by RNFEB the high burnup beh.i • i<>nr

of ThO2 (and sometimes UO2) fuell elements has revealod a :'-tron'i

interdependence of gas swelling and stresses in the pellet "ts cal-

culated by the code for a series of radial zones (annul!) ->r> <v] i

as an instability of (calculated) creep. The physical signiFir*-

tion -md mathematical solution of thes<? rather general "mc-i 1 jn . "

,ihanoniena are outlined in sections 3 and 4.

Results of the ANFEB application to simulate the beha-

viour of a special design /3/ of UO2 and ThO3 fu?l element fol-

lowed by a discussion of physical weaning ascertained to s-v»

notable "traits" as pointed out by the code affgiven Jn sect inn >.

2. The ANFEB code

2.1. General principles and structure

ANEEB considers cylindrical fuel elements formed by a

stack of oxide fuel pellets in a metalic cladding. The basic geo-

metry of the fuel pin is shown in Fig.l. rhe fuel pellets may be

T
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solid or hollow and the central hole radius can vary according

to fusl restructuring. The element environment may be a pres-

surized one.

The fuel column is divided into axial zones and a plenum

region is addad at one end of the fuel column. Its length can

vary and is checked at svary time step. In the case of a CANDU-

type element the program has to take initially as plenum region

a small fuel-lid axial gap, presumably to be closed in a short

while. After solving the mechanical equations for gap "open", if

the fuel length is found equal to or greater than the clad length,

the calculation is resumed with a new axial stress boundary con-

dition.

Fuel element dimensions, densities, linear power and fast

neutron flux should be specified for each axial region. The mas-

ses of the axial regions are assumed constant and the net heat

flux through the interface of two adjacent regions is considered

as negligible. mhe later assupption is justified by the slow

neutron flux density axial variation along a CANDU-type element.

The fuel is always divided into three radial zones:

"columnar" - i.e. the grains of which grow in a columnar shape,

"aquiaxed" - i.e. with equiaxed grain growth and "undisturbed" -

with no restructuration. The positions of the boundaries of thesa

regions are recalculated by the code at each time step and can

serve to check the accuracy of the temperature distribution as

supplied by the code. All th<?S"3 pellet regions and the clad could

be divided into as rrany mesh?s an user finds suitable by his

choice of compromise between computer time and accuracy. Thjiis

fine mesh is us<*d for mechanical analysis, the code computing

averages over such meshes rather than "ooint" values at bounda-
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ries (nodal points) . Thers is almost no difficulty to calculate

the later values from the averages by using an well known forma-

lism as given for instance in /6/.

The variable dimensions method is used to decide (in

the main program) the array dimensions. As in ACTIVE-II, two

vector matrices are used for storing the arrays related to pro-

perties and parameter distributions and respectively the matri-

ces involved in mechanical analysis. The program calculates tha

lengths of these two vectors and a procedure written in machine

language essings the corrasponding core memory just after the

start of ex2cution.

After reading gsometrical sizes, option for selecting

material properties, neutron fluxes and densities, the cod=? pro-

ceeds to the calculation according to the power history. The

power variations are assumed to b«. step-wise. The temperature

radial distribution and corresponding densities are calculated

at first and then the fuel and cladding creeps strains, by using

stress at the previous tima step. A step-wise power increase is

limited to 50 w/cm. By quasistate we mean a sequence of steady-

state intervals over which the tiir-9 derivatives are low enough

and nence a time step should be sufficiently long to allow the

element reaching equilibrium. For a pellet with a radius less

than one centimeter about 20 seconds are required to reach ap-

proximately the thermal equilibrium, tha. mechanical one being

set much faster. On the other hand, a -time interval is halved

and calculations restarted whenever either the variation rat»

of a region radius or fuel/clad creep rate exceeds the corres-

ponding given limit. :>uch procedure allows avoiding more cumber-

some iterative calculations.

A flow chart of the program is given in Fig.2. The swei-
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ling, fission products and creep accumulate over each time step

and determine changes in mechanical state. The calculation per-

formed for subsequent time steps at the same power have indica-

ted a ve1*" slow variation in temperature distribution, if any,

therefor ascertaining the validity of the quasi-state treatment.

Once the (radial) temperature distribution found, the followings

have been calculated in that order: thermal expansion (given the

limitations enunciated above the calculation of temperature dis-

tribution is not reiterated for the "rewly set-up" of fuel-clad

gap) ; columnar and equiaxed grain growth (restructuration) ; fuol

densif ication; fual sv/elling induced by solid fission products;

gaseous fuel swelling and gas release; creep strain in fuel and

cladding; "free" volumes.

Subsequently, the code proceeds to the mechanical analy-

sis, i.e. to calculation of stress and strain distributions in

fuel and cladding over a fine mpsh. Again, by considering the

upper bound imposed to the creep rate and aiming an enough fast

calculation the code does not iterate to get stress-permanent

strain "fit" but postpones it, in some extent, to the next time-

step calculation, I'hs tim« interval length is halvad so that tho

equivalent creap strain increments (in each region) to bs lower

than l/2x£ , , i.e. the half of corresponding equivalent elas-

tic strain, a criterion proved to be satisfactory as "stronger"

conditions have not led to significant departures from the re-

sults got by using it.

A central point of mechanical analysis is related to the

algebraic computational tools used to produce fast an -»xact solu-

tion of the large and ill-conditioned system of sparse equations.

Katsuragawa et al. have used a procedure contained in the IKl-

library /7/, ,.resumably baaed on a paper by Gustavson and WiI-
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loughby /8/ using the Crout method, i'hat required only about

7 msec, on an I&4-195 for a 52 unknowns system, no hint on the '

accuracy of solution except that double precision i.e. 16.8

decimal digits has been used.

We have used the set of subroutines for solving linear

systems fo sparse equations MA18 A-D written by Curtis and Reid

/9/, adapted for CDC computers, but to get a reasonable solution

we had to scale the matrix by using an own subroutine performing

a logarithmic scaling. In such a manner, a solution with a maxi-

—11
mum relative error of about 10 could be obtained in 0.17 sec

on the CDC Cyber 170/720 machine for a 69 eqs. system.

2.2. A version of mechanical analysis

In order to get the performance analysis of the fuel

element design for Th/ö once-through cycle /3/ by ANFEB code,

another version of the code has been written. It considers a

(soft) layer between pallets and cladding, layer aiming minimi-

zation of pellet-clad interaction. As shown in /4/, according

to the mentioned design, the layer is made of graphite and a lar-

ge fabricated central void - all ANFED versions make provision

for a central void - has to significantly reduce the central

temperature.

Once a supplementary layer considered, a second radial

gap is to be taken into account, too. ANFED always allows for

fusl-clad gap, stck or slip condition, considered in that order

each time stress and strain analysis of a givan axial zone is

performed. The gap condition is checked every time the mechani-

cal calculations are performed. The calculation is resumed with

the next assumption, if nscessary. The extension of this proce-

dure would require sometimes solving the system of mechanical
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equations nine times (for considered state of actual gap, sea

below). The usar is allowed to decide disregarding both the

clad-soft layer and soft - layer fuel friction so that the pro-

gram would check if gap or contact only twice.

The program starts with a small fuel-lid axial gap,

presumably to be closed in a short while. After solving the me-

chanical equations for gap "open", if the fuel length is equal

to or graatsr than the clad length, the calculation is resumed

with a new axial stress boundary condition. As for the graphite

the error caused by keeping its length (cylinder height) equal

to that of the sheath is always small enough.

The two axial boundary equations set for the case of an

open axial gap are replaced by two other conditions the former

expressing the eguilibrura axial forces and the latter equality

of clad and fuel length in each section, i.e.

where X are lengths, £ , strains, A. and £ subscripts denote

fuel and clad respectively.

As no experimental data are yet available for the Th-U

once through element design, that procedure to perform mechani-

cal analysis was checked against the results of ACTIVE code for

a fast reactor fuel «lemsnt irradiated in EBR-2/1/ by taking a

"double-layered" sheath (of the same thickness). The code produ-

ced results identical to those of the original ACTIVE code (with

the same correlations) .

By considering a soft interlayer, the number of unknowns

(and linear equations of the mechanical system* is increased

from 52 to 65.
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2.3. Physical models and cor^elajtions

The temperature distribution across the both clad and

soft interlayer has been calculated from the analytical solu-

tions of the heat equation for a linear dependence of the ther-

mal conductivity on temperature.

The clad-soft lay^r and softlayer - fuel temperature

drops are computed by eq«

^ (2)AT =
' ZTTfI HtL

V

whereWis linear ratinq,/£, median radius th<=> corresponding

gap is located at and f-/̂  is the gap conductance, \-\als calcu-

lated either by a contact conductance model /\Q/ as a function

of interfacial pressure when contact or by Brokaw's /11/ eq.

(3)

0. 4.

Here, $ is the diamotrial gap thickness, K.^K is the conduc-

tivity of gas mixture for 6 greater than surface roughness and

JC1^ for the reverse cass and C a factor depending on burnup

and time step length.

At its turn K.w«k is computed as a function of fill gs s

mixture composition: Xe and Kn, contents increase with burnup

(initially, a atmosphere of He , the release ratio k'fe/Xe

(in mols) being taken as 12/88. "

beveral options are available for the temperature and

porosity dependence of thermal conductivity of thermal conducti-

vity of UO2 and ThO2 sintered fuel pellets. The radial tempera-

ture distribution in the pellet is calculated by finite diffe-

rences. The average temperature of every "temperature calcula-

tion» mesh is iterativcly improved until the thermal conductivity

J



corresponding to it leads to about the same temperature. That

mesh, used also for calculating the plutonium redistribution,

is a very fine one, the number of annuli the pellet is divided

in being for instance 50 or 100.

A simple but reliable check of that procedure has been

performed by taking profit of the fact the usual form of ther-

mal conductivity as function of temperature,

CT (4)

where I is the temperature in Kelvins and A, B, C, constants

is readily integrable. Then, the balance of heat fluxes leads,

as konwn, to a nonlinear algebraic equation for a given radii s,

the form of which corresponding would be:

where Tj is the temperature on a pellet outher surface anri H

is the power generated by anunit volume (His taken for conve-

nience as independent of radius). A high accuracy numerical

solution of the equation (5) has been easily obtained. The

agreement to the corresponding code subroutine r°sult is fairly

good.

The fuel dsnsification has been accounted by Stahle

and Assman model /12/ at low temperatures. For UO- at high tem-

peratures the correlation suggested by. Hastings /13/ from measu-

rements on irradiated CANDU pins has been chosen.

According to /12/ the fission induces a shrinkage of a

fabricational pore so that its radius decreases linearly with

the time:
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n = (6)

where ,A. = fission spike length, (0 = volums of a pore lost

by one event of fission spike-pore interaction, F = fission

rate, A = time.

Consequently,

(7)

where loi = volume fraction for pores with initial radius Aoi

and thus

(8)

where

S = Su Li - (i- ̂ Xi-S-IO-"- g

QtL is the burnup in Mwd/t, , ths theoretical den-

sity and J0 , the fabricational density,/^0 in meters. For

an initial pore radius of 5.10 m, the porosity is eliminated

at a burnup of about 100,000 Mwd/t.

The Hastings' correlation:

P = P0 />f-o.

where P is the current porosity, Yo is the initial one, T is

the ring temperature in Kelvins and Du is the burnup in Mwh/kg U,

has been used whenever the temperature history was standard

CANDU type one.

The AlSiFEB codn has used a procedure of calculating the

gaseous swelling and releasa based on Notley and Hastings /14/

model. Some notes and details concerning it are given in section 4.

A striking peculiarity of CANDU-typ«? fuel is the absence
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of a plenum, ""h^refor", the calculation of pressure within the

element requires carefully accounting the free volumes occuring

in the pellets as the result of cracking. The procedure inclu-

ded in ANFEB is based on Notlay's model /15/. Essrntially, the

crack volume is taken as the difference between, the thermal

expansion of a hot plastic zona (a central zone at temperatures

above a plasticity temperature of about 1673 K) and the volume

of the dishes in the pellet end faces.

The fuel creep rate has been taken as a sum of thermal

and irradiation crsop:

the />n and'»i exponents having been taken for UO2 according to

/16/. and are functions of temperature and/or density of

fissions ,

As regarding the zircaloy-4 creep, fh<? following cor-

relation suggested by Panka.skie /17/ has been used:

£«2 =

with

f-o-e") +Ci + *•»< (f)l
(11)

(12)

where : /) - 5.

-T)

d =

"V)

In (11) - (iH) ; <p is the fast neutron flux, (T ,

is the equivalent stress in psi, C - 63,600 cal/mol.k,

R = 9500.0 cal/mol.K, F = 65,77, and
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L. ~
; <$>>o

(13)
(C- i

with =0,85.

Consequently (11 - 13) have been used in all element

behaviour simulations reported here. However, the Pankaskie's

21 2
fit does not seem to extend above a fluencs of 10 n/cm .

The post-irradiation measurements of clad strain on

some CANDU-type pins nanufacturcd at INPR have shown the accu-

mulated creep strain as calculated by (11) is well within the

experimental uncertainty range.

The ANFEn cod applies at the end of every mechanical

calculation a cracking criterion based on fracture strength data

(for UO, those of Canon et al ./18/) and resumes th-2 calculations

of fuel is found to crack. The mechanical properties of the

crack fuel are modified in the manner suggested by Jankus and

Weeks /2/, namely, th» elastic constants in a region with Il

cracks are given by:

F- -

v/here j~. is the Young modulus and y the Poisson ratio for the

uncracked fuel. Ths ere :p rate is also modified by

where £^q is the equivalent creep strain rate for th° önckracked

fuel and m, the exponent for thermal creep.

The code allows for crack healing in a manner similar

to that of the LIFE-II.
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3. Creep and Stability Problems

A noticeable feature of ACTIVE code, preserved by.ANFEB

is that while the equivalent creep increments over a time inter-

val are set by using the equivalent stress, , at the previous

step, the total permanent strains, , are elements of the

solution of the m3chanical system.

The required equations are supplied by Prandtl-Reuss /

flow laws (or Söderberg equations):

(7= &, permutated as ussually) . Here, the equivalent

creep strain increments in each region should be expressed as

a product of the average equivalent creep rate during the time

interval, by th° interval length:

p •

The rate is a function of the equivalent stress,

(Te* =

involving the three deviators and thereby, such elastoplatic

calculations would require an iterative procedure. As mentio-

ned, ACTIVE contents itself to halve the time step until

would be less than a given value. Put if J\ £4» is largn enough

to absorb more than the elastic strains accumulated up to that

moment, a situation often «ncountered in the case of fuel high

temperature regions, a false oscillatory behaviour could be

noticed. As noted by Nuno et al /19/, the stresses at the end

of time interval could change their signs.

• z*-
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The ACTIVE code attempts to overcome that difficulty

by assuming (in the subroutine CREF) the relaxation would pro-

ceed at a rate equal to that corresponding to the final state

of stresses. The creeps strain inerement is computed for

satisfying the equation .

- /

where \J is the shear modulus, 6~o v̂nd G/ are the initial and

final equivalent (the subscript "?q" si from nowon omitted)

stress, respectively. That means to equate the creep strain

increment caused by the final stress to the difference of elas-

tic (equivalent) strains. Th*= dotted line in fig.3, where the

time variation of <5eq is schematically drawn, tries to repre-

sent such a rather unpysical resumption.

iTortunately, in the case of the creep rate power law

(generally) used for UO0 or ThO_,

= H Cf -f O ^ (a )

where Adepends on temperature and B on temperature and density

of fission, '-.he creep strain increment could be calculated morfi

accurately. By using <£ e? — 6~tg /(5'G), t-Qucttion (°-i)

is reiaitten in the integral from

where fromfn(i» and <n being rationals) :

(a2)

C3)

Accordingly, the average stress, €~n\/ » is calculated

from

-Sf-



by the Newton - »aphson iterative procedure.

4. Gas Swelling and Release. Related Instabilities»

The Notley and Hastings /14/ model used by ANFEB, has

adopted some features of FTargreaves and Collins model /20/ but

it seems avoiding inherent intricacies related to resolution

and the barrier formed within a grain by considering an "in

pile" diffusion coefficient correlation as representing Findlay's

/21/ results, i.e.:

where 0 is given in m /s and / in Kelvins.

Then, the gas in grains is allowed to be swept by grain

boundary motion, ^he bubble motion in a thermal gradient, motion

occuring by volume diffusion or vapour phase transport and equi-

axed growth are considered to cause the boundary motion. The law

of ideal gases is used to estimate the last process cf. rens

/22/ but as shown by Ollander /6/ it would be not valid for pres-

ft ")

sures exceeding 2 x 10 N/m . Very often the hydrostatic pres-

sures in our fuel are much higher.

To take into account the atoms arrived at a grain boun-

dary by recoil, a mechanism prevalent at lov; temperatures,

rotley and Hastings have assumed D (T <. 12735k) = 0(1273*10. As

the Canadian experiments supporting the model sr.om to involve

high fuel center temperatures, the above assumption could not

be granted for our low temperature UO2 and especially ThO- fuel

elements. As we feal the main cause of error would be disregar-

ding the dependence of recoil induced diffusion on linear rating,

the correlation

ZQ -
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where Vv is the specific power in w/g has been used.

The coefficient of the linear powsr (w) in (a.) is chosen so

that the gas amount released by diffusion at grain boundaries

in a woid frea pellet at a highor rating, where Notley and Has-

tings 'procedure is assumed being more accurate, is equal *.o

that given by applying (*l$) •

I.ifce HargreaVes and Collins'one, this model assumes

a constant number of bubbles per unit of grain boundary surface

(actually taken as a_half of the grains surface area) and the

bubble radins being controlled via the ideal gas lav;, written

as:

by means of the bubble surface tension, Jj , and the hydrostatic

stress acting on the bubble^ P̂  . In (49 ) ̂b is the bubble

radius, ^ , the Boltzmann constant, T" , the temperature and IT ,

the number of atoms per unit of grain boundary area, as supplied

by diffusion and sweeping, /ip, , the number of bubbles per unit

12 2
area is taken from /9/ equal to 6 x 10 /m and accordingly, the

interlinking occurs at, is taken as 2xlO~ m. ""his value sats by

«q« CfS ) the capacity of the boundary for retention of gas atoms

for a given hydrostatic stress and any gas atom ariving at a

grain boundary while that capacity has baen exceeded is released,

supposedly through the grain edge tunnels.

However, the steady state time interval sequence approach
4

has caused strong oscillations of both the swelling (or bubble
I
radii) and hydrostatic stress as soon as the amount of gas at

grain boundaries has become significant. That is the case for
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both (enriched) urania or thoria elements analysed by ANFBB,

especially if a power variation is simulated.

That behaviour can be accounted for by interdependence

or fuel stress state and swelling. The swelling strains are

input data for mechanical analysis. When the gaseous part of

swelling becomes important, high hydrostatic stresses are pro-

vided by mechanical analysis. Tn its turn a high stress in

( ) leads to low bubble radii, that to lower stresses a.s.o.

the equilibrium would determined in <*ach region (of mechanical

analysis) by the coordinates of intersection of () curve in

the plane stress-swelling with the mechanical analysis mapping

as shown schematically on Fig.4.

The curve 1 represents the mechanical analysis response

and the curve 2 the equation

.s mff
d a

gotten form (/"3) by expressing tha bubble.radius by means of

gaseous swelling

Ui)

.where Uo is the grain radius, '"hi maximum swelling,

S
0, is considered to be constant for P <.O,reached for irf

The expansion of fuel sometimes occuring in one or more regions,

,means expansion of the grains, not a driving force for bubble

surfaces. At P-^=O, only the surface tension controls bubble

radius.
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Summing up the constitutive equations, one gets for a

given region (of mechanical analysis):

where £{• is the total strain, fc , Young modulus, y , Poisson

coefficient and oL , the expansion coefficient. For £ "^ ct.,

a reasonable assumption for low power variations and not too

long time intervals,the curve 1 is a straight line and rewrit-

ting (-2.2.) as:

one could try to use the Newton-Raphston procedure to find a

solution for the system of eqs. (ZO ) and (̂ 3 ) . The derivative

ds'/dpis expressed as:

0

so that for P̂ "? Oj

In fact, one should reach the equilibrium simultaneously

in all regions, the equations of the kind («2-2) being interrela-

ted.

^s a mattar of fact, one has to solv» ths system:

or

F ( fiO = 0
The Newton (generalized) method would provide a quadratic conver-

gence if the start is enough close to the solution. The amount

of calculation is not prohibitive sine» tho partial derivatives
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are computed only once at each time step, only the derivatives

given by (.24 ) being changed during iteration.

However, the method of sttepest descent was required

whenever at start, max J iU I ̂HK | exceeded a given value,
K

.«•ay 1.50.

That striking interaction of swelling, release and

mechanical behaviour apparantly not noticed elsewhere so far

will be further discussed in section 5 in relation with results.

5. Results of ANFH13 application to UO-, and ThO-,

elements

The ANFEB code version, as described partly in section

2.2, has been applied to simulate the in-pile behaviour of UO-

and ThO2 fuel elements of a special design /3, 4/. An axial

cross section of the eloimnt is giv^n in fig. 5 .

In order to le.arn th-2 influence of graphite ring thic-

kness on the element thcrwal and mechanical behaviour, rings

thickness of 0.5 mm, 1 r»m and 2 mrn, respectively, have been

considered for the UO2 elements (the corresponding pins will ba

denoted as U05, Ul &nd U2) and 25 pm, 0.5 mm and 0.65 mm for

ThO- ones, (these corresponding pins b«ing denoted as ThO,, i'h50,

Th65) •.

Four irradiation histories have been considered: first

for UO5 and Ul, the second for UO (Table ) , the third for

ThO and Th50 and the fourth for Th65 (Table ) .

The first and third ones correspond to the axial neutron

flux distributions in the channels fueled with thoria bundles and

low enriched - 5.5% U235 - Uranium boundl<=>s /3/.
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The second and fourth ones correspond to the flux distribu-

tions for thoria and low enriched - 4% U235 urania bundles /2.3/.

The characteristics of the six considered elements are

given in Tables Ia and Ib.

Thus, the maximum burnup considered for UO^ elements

is about 40,000 MWd/tIIE while that corresponding to the ThO2

elements is up to 05,0 00 MWd/tHE.

If the first ons would be not unusual for HWR zircaloy-

canned fuel elements, the second one corresponds to as high as

2 1 •} 21 2

2.2 x Io fissions/cm or about 6.1 x Io /cm fast neutrons

incident on the clad. The prnssnt authors are not aware of

experimental results concerning the behaviour of fuel pellnts

and clad up to such a high burnup and the extrapolation of some

correlations has to be checked. By thpn some results should be

considered cautiously, particularly those regarding the clad

hardening contributed to and maybe those related to the fission

gas diffusion within ThO- (one could note the final gas concen-

tration in grain, 8 x Io atoms/cm , exceeds by .two orders

the limit of solubility giv^n in /6/ for U0?) .

The evolutions of some fuel quantities significant for

the processes in fuel and especially in cladding hav«? baen re-

presented in the plots 6-iS.

The temperature and porosity dependence of UO2 thermal

conductivity as given in MATPRO 09 /5/ has been used throughout

wile the following one /2b/ has been used in calculations for

ThO and Th 50:

+o. o fSS-T
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where I is temperature in Kelvins and ' , porosity.

The seemingly better correlation, taking into account

the irradiation effects, suggested in /£$/ has been used for

Th65.

One could note a marked influence of the graphite thic-

knejs on center temperature but the less conservative design

of U2 and Th65 (v/ith a lower extent of central void) have led

to acceptable temperature as fraction of released gas as high

as 36.7% corresponds to a pressure within the element lower

2
then 30 kg/cm .

2

The high coolant pressure (Ho kg/cm ) exerted both

radially and axially to tb~ clad and the fU=I swelling have made

the fuel to flow inward hut the low temperatures bound this

effect, via low inner radius crep.p, to 2.14% (ThO), 4.8% (Th50) ,

1.86% (Ö05), 1.52% (Ul) and 6% (U2). The higher flow inward

( 20%) in the ot Th65 likely determined by a larger fraction

of fuel at higher temperatures and higher stress near the cen-

tral void.

One should note the outer clad radius has a net increase

in the cases of ThO2, the pow?r decrease at the «nd of the

second passage having almost no effect, while in the cases of

UO5 and Ul, after an initial increase caused by thermal expan-

sion, it gradually dacreasps. The different swelling could ac-

count for this difference. One could also note ths creep con-

tribution to the total strain is gradually increasing with ir-

radiation time. Contrarily to the ThO- cases, the clad of UO- -

elements creeps inward proving the fu«?l swelling does not suc-

ced in balancing with coolant pressure.

Similar remarkes should h=> valid for the clad hoop stress
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evolution and regarding the graphite- clad contact pressure.

In the latter case, the clad "dumps" the coolant pressure

down to about 50 kg/cm for UO3 - elements but the combined

effect of coolant pressure and fuel swelling determines a con-

tact pressure higher than the coolant in the case of ThO, ones.

It is worth to note the iterative ascertainament of

equilibrium, as described in section 3.13 has succeded to keep

clad hoop stress oscillation down to 1.5% for an allowed va-

riation of 6 .25% in fuel hydrostatic pressure (guessed to cal-

culated) .

A weaker condition of 15% would have correspond to

more than about 5% clad stress oscillation amplitude.

Irrespective to th<? less appropriate data used for ThO^

calculations, >-u-*. results seen, physically meaningful and the evo-

lutions of various quantities c~~m to bn congrur.nt. Besides,

the presented version of ..he code seem being very sensitive to

parameter variation. Particularly, 0.3 it has been often noted,

the strong interconnection of the involved phenomena makes the

code to rebut an unphysical "configuration" (e.g. by dividing

indefinitely the time int9rval or indicating a poor solution

of the system of mechanical equations). That added confidence

in the design options /3/ for UlTh "once through" elements.
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Table Captions

1. Dimensions for UO- fuel elements

2. Dimensions for ThO- fuel elements

3. Burn-up evolution for UO. fuel elements

*». Burn-up evolution for ThO- fuel elements

5. Characteristic values of some mechanical and physical

parameters for UO2 fuel elements

6, Characteristic values of some mechanical and physical

parameters for ThO- fuel elements



Figure Captions

1. Basic geometry of the fuel pin as modelled in ANFEB

2a. Flow chart of the ANFEB code

2b, Flow chart of the mechanical analysis performed In ANFEB

3. Time variations of fuel equivalent stress due to relaxation

by creep,

h. S w e l l i n g - h y d r o s t a t i c pressure dependence

5. Basic geometry of the fuel pin concept described In R e f . / 3 /

6. UO- - fuel center temperature evolution

7. UO - fuel inner radius v s . time

8. U0_ - outer clad radius v s . time

9. Clad hoop creep strain evolution for U0_ fuel elements

10. Graphite-clad contact pressure V9, time for UO- fuel elements

11. Clad hoop stress evolution for UO 2 fuel elements

12. UO- - fuel gaseous swelling v s . time

13. T h O - - fuel center temperature evolution vs. time (second

passage through the channel)

1 **. ThO- - fuel Inner radius vs. time (second passage through

the channel)

15. ThO, - outer clad radius vs. time (second passage through

the channe1)

16. Clad hoop creep strain evolution for U0_ fuel elements

(second p a s s a g e ) t h r o u g h the c h a n n e l )

17. Graphite - clad contact pressure v s . time for ThO- fuel

elements (second passage through the c h a n n e l )

18. Clad hoop stress evolution for ThO- fuel elements ( second

passage through the channel)

19. T h O 2 fuel gaseous swelling vs. time (second passage through

the c h a n n e l ) .



TABLE 1

Linear heat Burn-up
ratfng(W/cm) (MWd/tHE) ' '

293

474
576
596
573
531
474
405

318

225

113

U05

O- 2586

2586- 6786

6786-11900

11900-17200

I72OO-223OO

22300-27010

27010-31230

31230-3*»8 i n

3*«830-376. ••

37660-396.70

39670-1*0700

UI

O- 2628

2628- 6898

6898-12100,

12 100-17^80

17480-22750

22750-27460

27^60-3I7^0

31 7^0-351JOO

35400-38280

38280-40320

l»0320-i* 1 370

.. .

Linear heat
ratlng(W/cm)

U2

21?
514
601

635
615
549
U7
370
281

206 ,

' 60_

Burn-up
(MWd/tHE)

0- 2605

2605- 8753

8753-159^1

15941-23525

23525-30922

30922-37394

3.7394-43020

43020-47412

47412-50762

50762-53223

53223-54932

54932-55665
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I
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i L i n e a r
rat ing

J - •

.': 3 3

11 <•

223

32 8

409
458

475

458

404

310

12 3

129

316

> 389

«»35
461

475 •-

461

432

381

299
122

TABLE

heat Burn-up
(W/cm) (MWd/tHE)

ThO

- - 0- 15

, 15- 259

259-1101

1101-2765

2765-5190

5190- 8237

8237-1 1650

1 1650-15190

15190-18600

18600-21610

21610-23930

23930-24860

24860-26810

26810-31480

31480-37280

37230-43770

43770-50660

- -5-066O-6487O

64870-71760

71760-78220

78220-83860

83860-88400

88400-90240

Th5O

0- 15

15- 253

253- 1075

1075- 2692

2692- 5067

5O67- 8042

8042-11370

11370-14830

1483O-I816O

18160-21100

21100-23360

2336O-2472O

24920-26150

26150-30740

30740-36400

36400-42730

42730-49460

- 49460-6320Cr

63200-70100

70100-76410

76410-81980

81980-86350

86350-88150

2

Linear heat
(W/cm)rat ing

Th65

2

V • «
81

158

237

2 99

333"

341

319~

2 76

220

93"

98

229

278

321

352

367 -

352

321

276

226

90

Burn-up
(MWd/tHE)

0- - 19

19- 232

232- 521

921- 2261

2261- 4263

4263- 6807

6807-9643

9643-U550

12550-15255

15255-17595

17595-19458

19458-20247

20247-21912

21912-25812

25812-3055^

30554-36OI7

36017-42038

42038-54545

54545-60537

60537-66000

66000-70700

70700-74550

74550-76100



TABLE 3

Inner fuel radius (cm)

Outer fuel radius (cm)

Inner uraphite.radius (cm)

Outer uraphite.rad I us (cm)

Inner r'ad radius (cm)i' .

Outer clad radius (cm)

Fuel axial length (cm)

C l a d a y i a l length (cm)

Coolant pressure (Kg/cm )

Inlet coolant temperature.(°C)

U05 UI U2

0 .3880

0 .5588

0.5600

0 .6100

0 .6112

0 .6537

47.85

48.00

110

289 .5

0 .3120

0.5064

'O.5O78

0.6100
0.&H2

0.6537

^7.85

4 8 . 0 0

110

2 8 9 . 5

. 0 . 2 0 0 0

O.»4O86

0.4100

0 .6100

0 .6112
! 0 . 6537

4 7 . 8 5

4 8 . 0 0

110

2 8 9 . 5
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TABLE"1 »I

ThO Th50 Th65

Inner fuel'radius ( c m ) .

Outer fuel radius (cm) .

Inner graphite radius (cm)

Outer graphite radius (cm)

inner c l a d i r a d i u s (cm) .

Outer clad radius (cm) .

Fuel axial length (cm) .

Clad axial length (cm) .

Coolant pressure (Kg/cm )

Inlet c o o l a n t . t e m p e r a t u r e ( C)

O

O

O

O

O

O

î V

1 10

289

.3350

.6060

.6075

.6100

.6112

.6537

.85

.00

.5

> 0;2235

0*5578

0.5600
; 0.6100

• 0 i6 1 12

0*6537

47.85 •

48.00

110

289:5

0.1506

0.5328

0.5350

0.6100

0.6112

0.6537

47.85

48.00.

110 :

• 289. 5>



TABLE §

U05 UI U2

Maximum fuel center

temperature ( C)

Inner fuel final radius (cm)

Clad outer final radius (cm)

Maximum .hoop stress in the

clad (Kg/cm2)

Maximum contact graphite
2

clad pressure (Kg/cm )

Fianl clad creep hoop strain(%) -0.30

Solid fission products

swelling U )

995

0.

0.

500

200

-0.

3821

6522

30

H71
0.

0.

.1076

. 193

-0.

3062

6531

16

2055

0.

0.

1850

249

0.

18737

6560

•-

31

4.07 5.5

Gaseous fission products

swe

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

Ming {%)

produced (atoms)

.in grains (atoms)

.on grains boundary (atoms) .

•rel.eased (atoms).

Percent' gas released* (X)

. 0

9

8

2

. 6

" 0

.95

.21.

.95.

.03.

.14.

.67

10 2 1

10 2 1

10 2 0

10 1 9

-

1

1

9

2

1

1

.15

.01.

.78.

.19.

.55;

.53

10 2 2

10 2 1

10 2 0

10 2 0

2.2

8.74

5.3.

2.45

3.19

36.5

.10

102

.10

.10

'-

21

1

20

21

•jfl

AJT -
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TABLE 6

ThO Th50 Th65

880

1020

Maximum fuel center

temperature ( C)

Inner fuel final radius (cm)

Clad outer final radius (cm)

Maximum hoop stress in the

clad (Kg/cm )

-first passage through the

channel

-second passage through the

channe1

Maximum contact graphite-clad
2

pressure(Kg/cm ) :
-first passage through the

channel

-second passage through

the channel " 176

Final clad creep hoöp strain (%)" 0.48

Solid fission products

swel1 ing {%) . . .9.0

Gaseous fission products

swelling U ) 1.73

Gas produced (atoms)* ' ' 3• 33" 10

Gas Mn -grains (atoms-) • • 3.14*10

Gas on grains boundary (atoms.) . 1.07*10

Gas released (atoms) (.53*10

Percent gas released (Z) 2.56

796

0.

0.

3189

6578

940

0

0

.2187

.6637

1070

0.

0.

117.86

66564

180

22

22

21

20

1280

16Q0

207

221

1.36

8.8

1.70

3.39*10

3.19*10

1.0?*10

.9.68*10

2.65

22

22

21

20

1448

2052

227

275

1.84

' 7.6

2.18

2.25*10

2.01' 10

8.52*10

1.58'I1O

7.01

22

22

20

21

* Result! obtained using thermal fuel conductivity law as given

in Ref. /24/.

** Results obtained using thermal fuel conductivity l«v as given

In Ref. /25/.
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INPUT [Start or continuation]

I Operating conditions f

L Oensification

I
J

j Temperature calculation J
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I Store all data

{Prepare start swell iterations {
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No [Does the swelling
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accidents

4. Conclusion
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1, Introduction

The utilization of a different fuel. ,In CAKDU-reactor

require* the evaluation of possible changes In safety Units ane1,

on the other Way, of the extent to what the reactor, with Modified

operating conditions and dynamic properties, will be still cornpa*

ttbie with those 1IMIts.

The presence In reactor, along with uranium, of thorium •

fuel - with Its higher melting point (330O0C for ThO2 against 2760
0C

for UO.) - does not create problems with respect to the Integrity of

the physical barrier of the primary circuit boundary. On the other

hand a special fuel structure (hollow pellets) maintains low values

of maximum fuel temperatures (7500C in enriched U(L and 12000C In

ThO2, as compared with 1700
0C in reference CANOU).

Two problems may however deserve a more careful examina-

tion:

(i) The dryout margin: whilst the power at which dryout

occurs In the most rated channel does not represent, properly

sp*«hlng, a safety iimit, it is taken as reference for the defini-

tion of the threshold of the reactor protection system.

(II) Dynamic behaviour: the margins established for steady

state conditions must ensure a reasonable protection as well during

transient regimes.

2. Critical channel power

The condition that overall reactor power Is kept constant

implies that In the heterogeneous reactor, where power on thorium

channels Is lower, the maximum uranium channel power Is raised

from (.5 to 7.5 Hw. Swell an Increase It enabled by the fact that

In the enriched uranium channel the peak power Jt displaced towards

the front end, as compared to the natural uranium channel where

the power profile Is relatively symmetric For a given channel

power the heat transfered to the coolant Ia the second half of the

channel Is thus less than In the reference CANDU case and the

power level may be Increased to a higher value before dryout occurs.

With power profiles calculated In /1/ as represented Ia

Ftg. 1 (where the reference-CANDU has been taken from /2/), the
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pewer level at which dry out occurs ha* been calculated by HYDNA-2

cede. Pressure drop has been Maintained to the noalnai CANOU-valuc

M h M e the hydraulic resistance of the Input feeder has been taken

with the value It had In the most rated channel In CANDU. Results

*re presented In Table 1., •

It is seen that the dryout margin for the k w/o channel

(23J) Is close to the reference CAND(J value (26tl&rine 5.5 w/o

uranium channel the margin Is only 16$ which hatdt'y accounts for

the refueling ripple (BX)t detector error (%$) and i reasonable

control margin.

3» Heactor dynamic response

3.1. Kinetic parameters

The evaluation of reactor kinetic parameters and of reacti-

vity effects has been performed consistently with the definition of

multiplication factor as ratio of integrated reactor races; for a

reactor with two types of fuel this Is written as:

,(t) + f (t)

UdtA,.(t) + f
o J - J o

J TdtAT

(D
(t).

where:

Yy, Y- • production rates, in uranium and thorium channels

respectively

Ay? A_ • absorption rates, idem

T11, T T • residence time, idem
f -TT- -T1 (2)

*U 1T

Ny, ft- • number of uranium and thorium channels, respecti-

vely
The crlticallty condition:

k1 - 1 + Ak'

.,fthas been written for a'reactivity excess Ak of 42.5 mk which accounts

for control and leakage; the f coefficient then resulted as:

f - 0.3*7«
with reaction rates as given by LATREP code /%/•

The generation time has been calculated as:
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\ m (3)

with v » 2200«/$ , • <
o

*y{ ? T « Vestcett flaxes in the uranium end thorium chan-

nels, respectively.

Delayed neutron constants have besn calculated Assuming

t^at «mttlsslpn spectra do net depend upon fissile species, so that

only reaction rate weighting was perforated, fhotoneutron were In-

cluded followSflg /5/. Vlttv faactto» rst«s as shown In- T«bl« 2 and

pfrotoneutron data fro» /6/ the values In Table 3 have been obtained.

3.2. Reactivity effects

Reactivity effects have been evaluated as:

k - C - ki
where * denotes the perturbed state. The, reference state from

CAHDU (moderator temperature 68 Cr coolant temperature 290 C, fuel

tenperature 93&°C) was assumed as this do not significantly In-

fluence differential effects.

Results ere shown In Table 4; natural uranlun reactor

are- - also gfven as reference, it «say be teen that while for the

enriched UO, channel the inecatIve)fuel'temperature coefficient

Is grester th«n fcr natural 1^O-, for ThO, It Is «nailer but still

negative, Moderator temperature coefficient Is preserving positive

values cs for natur*! urarlum, however Its atnplltude Is smaller

both for enriched uranium and for thorium. With regard to the void

effect. It Increases for enriched UC- but the value for ThG. Is

smaller so that on the whole the effect Is soaller in the thorlun-

uraniua reactor.

To enable the exploration of eh» Integral' effects ms des-

cribed before» * study of the .Instantaneous reactivity variations

has been &lso undertaken} their dependence on irradiation is shown

in FIfS. 2, 3 and h*

W* nay, conclude that reactivity effects In the h«t«r«f«<"

neous thorluB-uranluae reactor are cl«se to these of 4he reference

CANOU reactor. We still have the negative fuel tenperature coef-

fJcfent, and a positive (but smaller) coolant voldlnr; effect.



3.3. Reactor behaviour In loss of reactivity control iccU««M

The special, hoi low pel let, fuel structure, maintains

low values of maxim»» fuel temperatures (7SC0C In enriched UO.

end 120Q0C In ThO2, es compered with WCO
0C In reference CANDU).

On the other hand the reduced fuel bundle weight (by a

factor of t h tree In the uranium bundle) Implies a «»idler ther«el

Inertia and, even with a longer generation time, one may suspect

that temperature variations In transients Induced by reactivity

In section »re higher than In the reference CANDU case.

Dynamic behaviour of the thorl-im-uraftturm reactor hss

been Investigated for a 5 nik/sec. added reactivity and 113* reac-

tor trip setpolnt. Results of calculation-wl tii rORS-»H-PQK*TS!«/7/

•re displayed In FIg.5« One cen see that althouoh the fuel tempe-

rature increase In (enriched) UO. channel amounts to 7500C Against

250 C in natural uranium fuel, the ISOO0C peak value Is much under

the corresponding e>axTmu«i ir CANOIi reactor.

Wi tii respect to behaviour in loss of cooiitnt *ctt«<snts we

•ay notice that In the ttrcriuei-uraniun resctor the vcTd reactivity

will be smaller (12.4 against J5.*» mk) and th» rate of power In»

create will be «Iso smaller due to larger 1.8 ms against 0.9 tns

neutron gener«tier tine.

4. Conclus ion

Sased on the anetysls of safety Ilirits, of reactivity

effects and of reactor dynamic behaviour, we »ay conclude that

safety characteristics of the heterogereour thorium-uranium reactor

would be at least as good as those of the reference natural uranium

reactor.
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TAIiC It Critical ekan**! pow«rs

Nat. UO2 CANBU

channel

5.5w/o enriched

UOj channel

*w/o enriched

UO2 channel

NonInet

Fewer

(Mw)

6.5

7.*

7.*

Title
(X)

3.8

10.lt

8.7

• •
(Hw)

8.22

e.6t

9.13

Cri t ical
wer T i t l e

{* noia)

126

116

123

16.

2 1 .

25.

t

7

9

TABLE 2: Reaction rates for fissionable nuctldtts

Nweltde Productions OO 2 2) FI*stons(lP22) Fraction^)

ThO2 Th-232 0.128*77
, h , * 1 W-233 12.1029channel ^ 2 3 5 0 ( > t M 7

. 0.0*566*7
«1.8? 15*
0.IS2768

UO, U-235
i>hiaaa I * ^ * *

cnannei » w . 2 3 9
»u-2*l

ThO-+U0,Th-232

lat t ice ( | . 2 3 5
U-238

ru-239
PwIk 1

2.20136
0.15392*9
0.2936**
0.0201512

0.0**680*
* l20903
2.J6303
0.05392*9
0.2936**
9.021512

0.907*06
0.01K712
0.102258
0.00678616

0.0158801
1.68736
0.97«3*7
0.0186712
0.102258
0.006786*6

C63950
60.2*2
33.821
0.7718
4.2028
0.288*2



TAtLE it Klnatle parameters for thorI«•-•rmn!«•
reactor

, (10*2) X1 (s*
1)

1

2

3
4

5
6

0.02*092
0.103*58

0.089318
0.164642
0.037950
0.011950

0.901956

0.032457
0.122476
0.3 6026
1.379*52
3.551321

v - 2.49
I - 1.79 ms
0 - 0.43x10"2

TASLE 4: Reactivity effects In thorlu«-uranI urn
reactor, comparison with CANOU

Effect

Tc (mk/°C

V I d (Mk)

CANDU

-4.93x10-5

7.6x10*2

15.39

UO

-8

1

16

_ channel
I5»5w/o)

. 1 Q x I O 3

. UxlO* 3

.19

ThO, channel

-2.72x10"3

3.26x10*2

1t.fl

Thorlum-ura-
niti» reactor

- * )

4.9*xl0"2

12.36

*) A unifora fuel tempeeature Increase In tfe reactor with two
types of fuel channels Is not significant.
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FJG. 2 : Fuel temperature reactivity caffaent versus irradiation
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